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Executive Summary
The DISRUPT project aims for a disruptive solution in supporting and managing manufacturing systems
in a challenging environment of digitization. An important part of this solution is a decision support
toolkit which comprises a set of components to support online and ad-hoc decision making. This toolkit
is embedded in a cyber physical production system (CPPS) with event driven data collection and data
management and dashboard based user interaction.
The components of DISRUPTs decision support toolkit are modelling, simulation, and optimisation (the
latter concerning both production scheduling and inbound logistics planning). All these components
have a long and successful record for application. This record is taken into account as a starting point
demonstrating that the main way of applying modelling, simulation, and optimisation before DISRUPT
was more in an isolated and not integrated manner.
In this respect, the DISRUPT decision support toolkit strives for a step beyond the state of the art and
aims at an integrated use of aforementioned techniques. This step requires extensive data from both
the models and the historical databases, coupled with real-time shop floor information on, e.g., machine
states, machine cycles, machine availabilities, location of orders, rework, or quality. It is also necessary
to have models at hand in an ad-hoc manner representing the current state of the shop floor under
consideration. These general requirements for a step forward in decision support in manufacturing are
matched with the more specific requirements from the end users CRF (FCA) and ARÇELIK. The
collection of the requirements of the DISRUPT end users was performed in WP1 of the DISRUPT project.
In WP 2, these requirements were specified in more detail. Hence, this deliverable D3.1 “Design of
Decision Support Toolkit” is in parts building on WP1 and WP2 results: on the use cases elicited in D1.4,
the requirements discussed in D1.3 [87], and the technical specification defined in D2.1 [90].
This input, general and specific requirements as well as the specified functions, fed into the specification
of the decision support toolkit in this document. However, it is worth noting that the specification of
the decision support toolkit is not taken to a technical level in this document. This will be accomplished
and documented in deliverable D3.2 [92].
On top of the online use of modelling, simulation, and optimisation, DISRUPT will also combine
components of the toolkit for improved decision support. Such plausible combinations within the
decision support toolkit are also considered in this document.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose and Scope
The DISRUPT decision support toolkit has three main components: modelling, simulation, and
optimisation. The purpose of this document is to a) give an impression of the state of the art of these
components, to b) describe how these components need to be advanced within the DISRUPT project
to cover the project objectives and building upon the use case requirements and specifications, and c)
to define on a methodological (and not on a technical or architectural) level how the components will
be deployed to support the use cases. Furthermore, the document will d) specify on a conceptual level
the interaction of the components.
This purpose and the structure of this deliverable D3.1 reflects the structure of the overall work package
3 (WP3) “The Factory Decision Support Toolkit”. The first three tasks T3.1 “Interactive modelling and
design tools”, T3.2 “Plant floor simulation and co-simulation tools”, and T3.3 “Plant floor planning and
scheduling methods” are each focused on one of the components of the decision support toolkit. Task
3.4 “Decision support Toolkit” integrates the components and validates them and their integration
against the use cases. Task 3.5 “Decision Support Toolkit Experimentation and Impact Assessment” is
dedicated to the application of the toolkit. Deliverable D3.1 “Design of decision support toolkit” is the
first of three deliverables within WP3. It is followed by D3.2 [92] which is focused on the development
of the toolkit on a more technical level, and D3.3 [93] which is devoted to toolkit experimentation and
assessment. Whereas D3.3 [93] is closely related to the single task T3.5, D3.1 and D3.2 [92] cover the
first four tasks of the work package, the modelling task T3.1, the simulation task T3.2, the optimisation
(scheduling) task T3.3, and the integration task T3.4.
On the timeline, deliverable D3.1 is due in month 24 (M24) of the project, matching the end of tasks
T3.1, T3.2, and T3.3. Task 3.4 is running until M30 which indicates that D3.1 does not fully describe all
integration aspects. This will be addressed in deliverable D3.2 [92] which is due when task 3.4 finishes.

1.2 Relation to other Work Packages
The specification of the decision support toolkit and the application of the components are a major part
of this document and they build upon the definition of the manufacturing cases which are the main
subject of WP1. Hence, all available input from WP1 (deliverable D1.1 [85], D1.2 [86], D1.3 [87], D1.4
[88] and D1.5 [89]) directly feeds into this deliverable. Also, the results from the architecture work
package WP2 are highly relevant. The specifications summarized in deliverables D2.1 [90] are directly
addressed in Section 4 of this document. Deliverable D2.2 [91] describes the architecture and the
communication of the components which will be reflected at several occasions in this document.
Vice versa, WP3 has an impact on the work in WP2 as the architecture to a certain extent follows the
requirements coming from the implementation of the decision support toolkit. A manifestation of the
impact, both technically and semantically, that the components of the decision support toolkit have,
can be found in deliverable D1.1 [85], the data management plan, which is holding a description of the
input and output data of modelling, simulation, and optimisation.
To conclude with, there is of course a close relation between WP3 and the demonstration work package
WP5 with the demonstrators making use of the component of the decision support toolkit. On the
8
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technical side, deliverable D5.1 [94] which covers the integration of the DISRUPT platform is of major
significance for the decision support toolkit, since aspects such as the communication between the
components as well as the persistent storage of (input and result) data are addressed in WP3 and in
T5.1.

1.3 Structure of the Document
Following the overview on purpose and scope, relation to other work packages, structure and
contribution to objectives given in the introductory section, section 2 briefly characterizes modelling,
simulation, and optimisation as the three components of the DISRUPT decision support toolkit.
Section 3 provides a state of the art on the application of modelling, simulation, and optimisation with
focusing manufacturing applications related to the DISRUPT objectives. Section 4 is linking each
component with the use case requirements. It describes for each main function specified in deliverable
D2.1 [90] how it is going to be addressed by the component. It outlines on a functional level which
extensions to existing solutions these functions require.
Section 5 describes the pairwise integration of the components (e.g. modelling and simulation). This
comprises work already done in the course of the project and it specifies conceptual ideas which yet
have to be demonstrated. The deliverable ends with some concluding remarks in section 6, also pointing
out some aspects for future research which goes beyond the scope of DISRUPT.

1.4 Contribution to the scientific and business objectives
Three of the overall DISRUPT project objectives are closely related to WP3 and the documentation
herein directly contributes to them: (i) providing modelling and design services, (ii) offering cosimulation tools, combined with optimisation algorithms, and (iii) developing optimisation methods and
tools. This relationship is quite obvious in the sense that there is (almost) a one-to-one relationship
between each component of the toolkit and these three objectives.
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2 The Decision Support Toolkit as Part of DISRUPT
Figure 2-1 is presenting an overview of the view of the DISRUPT team on the overall architecture as it
has evolved throughout the project (cf. deliverable D2.1 [90] for a broader introduction of the
architecture). The picture shows the role and the integration of the decision support toolkit within
DISRUPT. The toolkit itself has three components: modelling, simulation, and optimisation. Each of
these components is designed in a way that it is providing decision support on its own, while there are
scenarios where a tighter combination of the components (e.g., simulation and optimisation) becomes
necessary.

Figure 2-1: Overview on the DISRUPT architecture

The interaction between a component of the toolkit and other parts of the DISRUPT architecture is
always made via the Cloud Controller (which is specified in more detail in deliverable D2.2 [91]). If for
example a decision maker wishes to interact with components of the toolkit, this is started via the
CloudBoard as Figure 2-2 indicates. The Cloud Controller handles the request and decides which
component is invoked. Please note, that in contrast to the simplified visualization in Figure 2-2 starting
one single component such as simulation, might well lead to interactions between the components,
because modelling uses simulation or simulation starts an optimisation or vice versa. More concrete
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concepts for interaction within the decision support toolkit are specified in deliverable D3.2 [92]. An
initial sketch on a screen allowing the decision maker to send a request to the decision support toolkit
(in this case to the simulation) is depicted in Figure 2-3

CloudBoard

Cloud
Controller
Event

Operational
Data

Decision Maker

Be able to select an
alternative solution to
implement

Solution
Data

Decision Support Toolkit

Optimisation
Produce an optimized:
i) production schedule
ii) transportation and
dock management plan

Simulation
Simulate:
i) an alternative
production schedule
ii) based on an alternative
transportation plan

Modelling
Produce models
representing
knowledge across
different layers

Figure 2-2: Interaction of Decision Support Toolkit and Decision Maker

In order to provide sound decision support to the decision maker, each component of decision support
toolkit will need a significant amount of data from the shop floor (cf. the data management plan in
deliverable D1.1 [85]). This data will partly be provided via the Data Collection Framework (more details
on the interaction between Data Collection Framework and the components of the decision support
toolkit are provided in the technical specifications in deliverable D3.2 [92]). It should be noted, that the
current architectural concept of DISRUPT foresees to store use-case dependent mass data (such as
order data or detailed shop floor data) in an additional “operational” database. However, the project
team had not taken the final decision on this part of the architecture at the time this deliverable was
created.
Output (mainly key performance indicators to support decisions) calculated as results by a component
of the decision support toolkit will be always handed back to the Cloud Controller. The Cloud Controller
then decides whereto it directs this result data, whether it is directly presented in the CloudBoard (as
Figure 2-2 indicates) or if it is forwarded to another part of DISRUPT via the Data Collection Framework.
Each of the components of the decision support toolkit, their interaction, and the relation of each
component to the use cases will be characterized in more detail sections Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata., and 5.
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Figure 2-3: Example on invoking a toolkit component via the dashboard
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3 State of the Art
This section provides a state of the art for the three components modelling, simulation, and optimisation
of the decision support toolkit. The intention is not to be comprehensive in the sense of a scientific
survey but to focus on the applications relevant in the context of the DISRUPT project, i.e. on
applications in the context of controlling and optimizing the operation of manufacturing and logistics
systems.

3.1 State of the Art in Modelling
Models are “a representation of either reality or vision” (Whitten et al. [1]) that are created “for some
certain purpose” (OMG [2]) “with an intended goal in mind” (Bézivin and Gerbé [3]). The reality or
vision that a model is representing is sometimes also referred to as “system under study” (SUS). A
thorough discussion on the term modelling is provided in the Feasibility Study of the Open Models
Initiative [4].
In general models can be divided in (a) iconic models, which represent the relevant part of the physical
behaviour of the object under study e.g. cars or buildings made in different scale or material as well as
in (b) linguistic models, that use semantic primitives to describe the object under study either in (b-1)
textual form e.g. mathematical formulas, pseudo code or textual descriptions or in (b-2) graphical form
where each object has a certain semantic meaning e.g. flow charts, networks, business processes.
In management and computer science, and for the purpose to support decision making the majority of
models are linguistic models, whereas formal models that are typically built for computer algorithms
are expressed in textual form like algorithms, mathematical forms, ontologies or rules, whereas models
that are based on human-interaction are mainly articulated in so-called semi-formal models like UML
diagrams, Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) or Decision Modelling Notation (DMN).
The mentioned “integration” of different techniques to support decision support requires a common
and flexible data structure including the corresponding semantic meaning in order to serve as a
knowledge base for the different algorithms that are planned to be integrated. Aforementioned
conceptual models are commonly used to act as such a knowledge based, as different aspects on
different level of details are linked within those models and hence can be accessed and processed.
Using such models as an integrated data and knowledge base raises the demand to continuously adapt
not only the model, but the underlying modelling language – the so-called meta model. It is therefore
important to also consider the feature of the underlying meta model platform to ensure a continued
adaptation of the integration algorithms.
The challenges for Industrial Business Process Management and for the DISRUPT Meta model – which
has been developed and published in Deliverable 2.2. “The DISRUPT Meta Model and Architecture”
(M18) is therefore:



to identify the relevant domain and sub-domains in appropriate detail and providing the
appropriate model representation, as well as
to merge the different model representations into a so-called hybrid meta model that allows
the co-existence of models with different semantic expressiveness.
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For the purpose of this document, we briefly describe relevant domains in modelling as a baseline for
our modelling tool.
3.1.1

Relevant Communities

Modelling in computer science, as management support and as tool to support production is commodity,
hence we indicate some relevant communities that setup the frame of our modelling approach.
Supply chain operations reference (SCOR), from the Supply Chain Council (SCC) (now part of The
Association for Operations Management) is a well-known collection of reference processes proposing
guidelines for supply chains management [5]. SCOR provides a common view all activities associated
with the supply chain, where expansions consider product design (DCOR), customer interaction (CCOR)
and market modelling (MCOR) [6]. The framework focuses on reference processes, taxonomies and
KPIs. Value Reference Model (VRM) was a provided by the Value Chain Group introducing the service
aspect and customer relation. Although this community seems not active any more, some ideas in
complementing the ontology, the KPI Library [7] or the mapping into concept models [8] help in
grouping the sub-domains. SixSigma [9] and Lean Manufacturing [10] focus on the output of production
processes within standard deviations. Lean Manufacturing focuses on the reduction of waste and in
raising quality.
Combining different model-based approaches requires a flexibly and configurable approach to map or
integrate different models. This is the objective of so-called meta models or one abstraction higher the
meta meta models. The Open Models Initiative Laboratory [11] is a community of meta model experts
who share their experiences in developing, applying and merging meta models.
Those communities will be re-visited establish a well-grounded basic on:
(a) Production processes in particular with respect to throughput, continues improvement,
reduction of waste, improvement of quality,
(b) Supply chain in particular with respect to transport and warehousing,
(c) Key Performance Indicatory, in particular with respect to corporate governance,
customer relationship, human resource, information technology, processes, product
development, project portfolio, supply chain and sustainability.
(d) Meta Model in particular on hybrid modelling, meta model merging patterns and semantic
lifting to formalise models.
3.1.2

Relevant Domains

Business modelling is becoming more important, as the pure production-oriented viewpoint is
widened up through the Product Service System (PSS) paradigm. The e3 Value Model [12] describes
actors, value exchanges and flow among actors in value chain. The e3 Value Model (ontology) enables
the analysis of networked enterprises, and although not specially mentioned, it can be used to elaborate
different transportation alternatives.
In DISRUPT we identified two scenarios to use e3 Value Modelling:
(a) Calculating different alternatives to realise the transport of material
(b) Considering asymmetric business modelling and servitization of production.
DISRUPT can benefit from the resent work in project CaxMan, where a model-based service design
approach [13] has been developed, which considers relation between product configuration, value chain
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where the product produced and as well as reflection of product configuration and value chain to the
business model. It enables traceability of impact caused by changes on any of three levels to the others.
Modelling Product-Service Systems for the Internet of Things has also been elaborated in the
ComVantage approachErrore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., where application
scenarios like mobile maintenance or customer-oriented production are integrated with data models,
semantic models and mobile IT infrastructure elements.
A more detailed analysis of the product service system (PSS) approach can be found in [Errore.
L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.] including the distinction between product-oriented, useoriented or result-oriented PSS. The aim is to support decision-making in the PSS on different design
stages and include the relationship between partner of the ecosystem into the decision making process.
Process modelling is interpreting the production line not only as a sequence of manufacturing
stations, but far more as the knowledge platform of the plant. Currently there is only insufficient support
with modelling notations, as most of the process modelling notations address the need of non-physical
processes. Hence, simple block diagrams or self-painted power-point models are still often used to
explain the behaviour of the production processes. UML (Unified Modelling Language) [14] is a technical
notation that is preferred by the software engineering community by using the activity diagram to
represent simple production flows. BPMN [15] (Business Process Modelling Notation) is currently the
most applied standard in process modelling, although its original intension was to support workflows
and hence is not appropriate to describe production processes.
Such process models are used for three different purposes. First BPMN can be used for requirement
engineering in order to describe the sequence of actions in form of a business process, but additionally
elaborate on requirements. Complementing requirement engineering approaches could be added like
the user story mapping (USM) that are mapped to an underlying ontology to describe the intended
system usage.
In DISRUPT we will use the BPMN standard and improve it by:
(a) Enriching the BPMN notation with production relevant artefacts [16]
(b) Adding artefacts to describe the product, material and skills into BPMN
(c) Adding artefacts to enable the mapping to a simulation or optimisation algorithm.
Bill of material or product models are either represented in form of tables, lists or in part diagrams.
Currently the product feature model in different notations are used to enrich a class diagram – e.g. in
UML notation – with features. Those features are either added on as special sub-classes or linked to
concepts from ontologies. Although there is a list of different tools to model product feature models,
there is currently no agreed reference notation.
In DISRUPT we will introduce a bill of material and product model, by:
(a) Enabling the mapping of Excel lists to a part diagram, which is based on the UML class
diagram and adapted to fit the needs of the product feature model,
(b) Enabling the integration of features that reference to taxonomies, terminologies or
ontologies in order provide to semantic descriptions.
Key Performance Indicators enable the monitoring of particular parts of the production processes.
In the literature, there is a long list of reference KPIs like the KPI Library [17] and also an intensive
15
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discussion on measures, indicators and goals. We noticed that for our purpose to define process
indicators there is no suitable notation, hence we will build on the Balanced Scorecard toolkit
ADOSCORE [18] that implemented such a model notation. In addition, findings from the OWL-Q [19]
in formalising indicators for the particular use of IT services, will be integrated.
In the particular case of modelling intentional goals during the transformation of an organisation,
aspects of goal modelling introduced in the CODEK approach are complementing aspects. This exercise
has been performed during the separation of goals and KPI modelling for the use cases and in parallel
the modelling of the transformation goals that describe the intended change after the transformation.
Data models have their origin in the Enhanced Entity Relationship (EER) [20] model as one of the
mostly used modelling languages for conceptual data base design. Applying meta-model paradigm leads
to a meta model of EER introduced as EERMM [21]. Although EERM is well mature there are still
proposals for extensions like events and semantic restrictions [22]. The evolution towards semistructure data modelling like WebML [23], UML [24], ERD [25] raised demand to build data integration
on top of such semi-structure data concepts, building on top of WebML [26]. This of course raises
issues like semantic loss that need to be bridged.
In order to bridge the semantic gap we build on an approach to semantically enrich data streams in
order to enable the linkage to concept models. This has been developed in the EU project OrbEEt and
published as a semantic design in order to access unstructure data environment. This approach has
been adapted for the need of DISRUPT, when accessing the data and event bus.
In DISRUPT we will use traditional
(a) EERM or UML to design data formats and containers that correspond with the data
published on the event bus and enrich them where necessary to be linked to
aforementioned KPIs and process models.
Section 4.1 on the use of modelling will elaborate which use cases are applied on aforementioned
model-based approaches in DISRUPT.

3.2 State of the Art in Simulation
For decision support in manufacturing and logistics systems, discrete-event simulation (DES) is the
most common type of simulation. DES is also the backbone of the simulation models and applications
developed in the DISRUPT project. It should be noted, however, that on the more detailed level of shop
floor operations, such as robotics, also other kinds of simulation might be used.
There is a long record of successfully applying DES on the factory level, e.g. for whole production or
logistic sites of a company, for single production lines, for distribution centres, or for supply chains. The
examples in recent surveys (cf. Negahban and Smith [27] and Jahangirian et al. [28]) or in publications
summarizing use cases (cf. Bangsow [29]) underline the broad application of this technology. The vast
majority of these models is focused on the analysis of material handling, logistics, and production
processes. Mourtzis et al. [30] document a significant increase in simulation application in
manufacturing.
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The examples given in these surveys show a level of detail comparable to the requirements in DISRUPT,
covering productions lines, assembly stations on station per station level, buffers, conveyors, and
transportation resources such as automated guide vehicles (AGVs) or fork lift trucks.
3.2.1

Use of Simulation along the Life-Cycle of Manufacturing Systems

The vast majority of the models discussed in the reviews are so-called offline models, i.e., there is no
data exchange between the simulation model and other IT systems during model runtime. Generally
speaking, simulation in production and logistics is despite its long history still mainly applied during
system design to support manufacturing or logistics engineering (cf. Höppe et al. [31]). The second
most common reason for using DES simulation models is to support the ramp-up of real-world
production control systems (discussed under the terms virtual ramp-up or emulation; cf. Johnstone et
al. [32], which is not considered in DISRUPT).
However, only a small number of simulation applications is supporting the daily operation of production
systems. The surveys given, e.g., in Jahangirian et al. [28] and Smith [33], each of which are
summarizing more than 200 publications, support this observation even though in the recent past there
has been, according to Negahban and Smith [27], a shift towards the use of simulation for
manufacturing system operation.
Chan and Chan [34] present a survey on more than 120 studies, all dedicated to the control and
planning of orders and resources in flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) using simulation. They also
present some definitions of FMSs. According to these definitions, FMSs are facilities where machine
centres (such as the welding booths including the laser), manual workstations and a material handling
system (shuttles, carriers including the carrier storage) work jointly under computer control, i.e., these
FMS have characteristics which are very similar to the PCB machining and testing equipment used by
ARÇELIK (cf. Section 3.3.1.2).
Smith [33] presents a number of examples for the use of simulation during system and manufacturing
engineering of FMSs, i.e. during „flexible manufacturing system design“. He also presents literature
where simulation was used to support the daily operation of FMSs and classifies it as simulation for
„manufacturing systems operation“. In the latter case, however, the number of examples is significantly
smaller than in the first-mentioned case.
3.2.2

Online Operational Use of Simulation

The preceding subsection outlines how rare simulation is used today to support the operation of
manufacturing systems such as FMSs on a daily basis or even in an online manner. At the same time,
it has been predicted that concurrent online use of simulation will be one of the key success factors in
addressing specific events (exceptions) in future manufacturing environments adequately (cf. Sauer
[35]). Framinan and Ruiz [36] point out that there has been a discussion about the “gap” between
theory and practice of scheduling going on for more than 20 years by now. One of their explanations
is that only three to five percent of quantitative studies in scheduling consider realistic production
settings as they can be reflected in simulation models.
In other words, the great challenges identified by Fowler and Rose [37] are still focus of todays’
research: the development of real-time simulation-based problem-solving capability which can be
deployed in a fairly efficient way and does always reflect the current state of the factory. This comprises
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issues such as the synchronization between model and factory, the general availability of factory data,
the data quality, and update cycles of data and models.
That DISRUPT will take up these challenges is getting clear from the requirements and functions
discussing for the DISRUPT simulation component in section 4.2. The need to tackle these challenges
is strongly underpinned by the requirements for simulation-based online forecasting capability as, e.g.,
documented in the ARÇELIK and CRF use cases in deliverable D1.2 [86] and D1.4 [88]. Both, the user
requirements on the one side and the lack of applications highlighted by the synopsis of the literature
on the other side, demonstrate the need for research and innovation in this field.

3.3 State of the Art in Optimisation
The DISRUPT optimisation module has two components. The production scheduling and the inbound
logistics planning.
3.3.1

Production Scheduling

There are three main requirements for the DISRUPT production scheduling tool: a) to generate
schedules that capture all major practical and operational realities and allocate effectively the available
resources (i.e., to create alternatives for the production process); b) to ensure that the baseline
schedule is robust against operational uncertainties so as to minimise the changes after a disruption
(i.e., to decrease the impact and management effort for an event disrupting the processes); and c) to
have the ability to perform quickly and efficiently what-if scenarios (i.e., to create additional alternatives
capable of handling actual such events).
The literature for static production scheduling models and optimisation methods is vast and the state
of the art is quite advanced. Multiple solution approaches and mathematical models exist for solving a
wide variety of deterministic (offline) scheduling and resource allocation problems; however, not many
of these approaches can be used to address large and complex production operations in real time. The
majority of batch production and plant floor scheduling problems are NP-hard (i.e., difficult to handle
as problem size increases) with strong combinatorial structure; therefore, it is computationally
intractable to solve them optimally using traditional mathematical programming approaches. On the
other hand, metaheuristic algorithms and hybrid techniques using domain-specific heuristics is the main
alternative. The key element behind these approaches is their ability to guide the search efficiently and
effectively, and thus to provide high quality schedules in reasonable computational times. Let us embark
upon a more thorough review in order to emphasize on one hand the challenges still withstanding an
efficient approach and on the other the major steps accomplished or currently under pilot use and
evaluation within DISRUPT.
3.3.1.1 Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problems
In the flow and job shop scheduling literature with parallel multi-purpose machines, a well-studied
problem is the so-called Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem (FJSSP) [38]. The PCB and the car
manufacturing environments at Arçelik and CRF can be seen as flexible job shops. The FJSSP
generalises the archetypal job shop scheduling problem and considers that there is one or more parallel
machines (or assembly lines) available to perform a particular operation (or manufacturing task). In
the literature, the FJSSP has caught the broader attention and various problem extensions have been
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studied. Hurink et al. [39] studied the problem with identical parallel machines and processing times
independent of the machines. Total flexibility in terms of machine assignments is considered in Kacem
et al. [40]. The work of Behnke and Geiger [41] introduced the so-called FJSSP with work Centers. In
particular, “similar” machines are grouped in “work centres”, and a work centre can be described as a
pool of production resources (workers, machines, and equipment) dedicated to specific processing
tasks.
A brief overview of the literature for the FJSSP is presented in this section. Ham and Cakici [42] have
developed mathematical integer programming (MIP) and constraint programming (CP) approaches. Li
and Gao [43] developed a hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) combined with a Tabu Search algorithm. Demir
[44] compares the performance of 4 different mathematical models for the FJSSP. Yuan et al. [45]
developed a hybrid harmony search algorithm that also includes local search procedures. Bagheri et al.
[46] created an artificial immune algorithm (AIA) based on an integrated approach with specific
strategies for generating the initial population as well as mutation operators for reproduction new
individuals.
Later, Huang et al. [47] developed a multi-objective discrete particle swarm optimisation algorithm that
is equipped with a variety of dispatching and assignment rules, while it is also integrated with a variable
neighbourhood search (VNS) procedure. Yi et al. [48] developed a memetic algorithm combined a TS
algorithm. Chiang et al. [49] proposed a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. Amiri et al. [50]
proposed a VNS algorithm. Various neighbourhood structures related to assignment and sequencing
problems are used for generating neighbouring solutions. Bozejko et al. [51] proposed parallel
approaches. In particular, two double-level parallel metaheuristic algorithms based on the new method
of the neighbourhood determination. Yazdani et al. [52] propose a parallel VNS algorithm that exploits
parallelism in order to apply multiple independent search procedures. Ben Hmida et al. [53] proposed
a variant of the climbing discrepancy search approach.
Various neighbourhood structures related to assignment and sequencing problems are also presented.
Xing et al. [54] proposed a double layer Ant Colony Optimisation algorithm that first solves the operation
to machine assignment problem in the first layer, and the optimal operation sequencing in a second
layer. Brandimarte [38] proposed a hierarchical TS algorithm. It is based on the decomposition of the
scheduling problem into a routing and a job scheduling subproblems. Gholami et al. [55] presented an
adaptive algorithm with a learning stage. A learning stage tends to produce knowledge about a
benchmark of priority dispatching rules allowing a scheduler to improve the quality of a schedule which
may be useful for a similar scheduling problem.
Li et al. [56] proposed an effective hybrid TS algorithm. Three minimization objectives – the maximum
completion time, the total workload of machines and the workload of the critical machine are considered
simultaneously. In [39, 57] the authors developed an adaptive TS algorithm. Fatahhi et al. [58]
proposed a TS algorithm. It is composed of two parts, a procedure that searches for the best sequence
of job operations, and a procedure that finds the best choice of machine alternatives. Dauzere et al.
[59] introduced an extended version of the disjunctive graph model. An integrated approach is
presented, by defining a neighbourhood structure for the problem where there is no distinction between
reassigning or resequencing operations and a TS algorithm is proposed. Kacem et al. [40] proposed a
Pareto multi-objective approach based on the hybridization of fuzzy logic and evolutionary algorithms.
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The objectives considered are the makespan, the total workload of machines and the workload of the
most loaded machine. A compilation of recent works for the FJSSP can be found in the survey paper of
Behnke and Geiger [41].
3.3.1.2 Literature for PCB Production Scheduling
Regarding the manufacturing environment of ARÇELIK, in the literature several papers focus on the socalled Printed Circuit Board (PCB) scheduling problem. Most authors model the PCB scheduling problem
as job and flow shops. Given a set of jobs and a set of available machines the goal is to find an optimal
schedule of the jobs on the machines so that the overall completion time (makespan) is minimized. The
job shop environment is more general since it assumes that the execution sequence of the tasksoperations of every job on the machines may vary. However, for PCB scheduling applications, the flow
shop environment is more common due to the nature of the problem. Note that in a job shop
environment the required jobs can be scheduled on any of the machines in an arbitrary order as long
as the machines are eligible for executing the job’s operations. On the other hand, in a flexible flow
shop environment there is a specific machine path that jobs should follow with the option of bypassing
machines whenever a job requires it.
Production environment and problem representation
A variety of problem representations appear in the literature for PCB scheduling. Damodaran et al. [60]
recognised the bottleneck of the scheduling problem on the testing lines. An environment with batch
processing machines (BPMs) is considered. BPMs handle environmental stress screening operations
(ESS) and can process simultaneously several jobs contained within the same batch, therefore
minimizing the processing time required compared to serial execution. The solution approach involved
solving two interdependent problems: first the grouping of jobs into batches and second the scheduling
of the batches on the available machines.
Yazdani et al. [61] considered a two-machine flow shop problem. The problem is solved in two steps,
first PCB boards based on the board type are organized into groups, and then the groups are scheduled
on the available machines. A bi-criteria objective of minimizing the weighted sum of weighted flow
times and the total weighted tardiness is considered. A similar problem setting is considered in [62] by
the same authors, concentrating around a single machine. This later paper examined the possibility of
processing all components of PCBs using just one machine and therefore minimizing the machine
operational costs in larger and more complex shop-floor environments.
Noroozi et al. [63] considered a flow shop environment with multiple, but limited, ESS heterogeneous
batch processors. In this environment until the testing stages no grouping of jobs into batches is
considered. In accordance with the BPMs of [60], these heterogeneous batch processors can perform
multiple tasks simultaneously. As before, the solution approach is divided into two steps, first the
grouping stage of jobs into batches, then the scheduling of batches on the available machines. The
objective was the minimization of the makespan.
García-Nájera et al. [64] considered a variant of the single machine job shop scheduling problem, but
in this case the bottleneck is the setup times required to setup component feeder reels on assembly
lines (such as SMT lines). The PCB grouping problem as well as the PCB batch scheduling problems are
considered as well, but independently of each other. Wu et al. [65] considered a job shop environment
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with unrelated parallel machines and multiple assembly lines. Jobs, which represent PCB batches, can
be executed on multiple assembly lines with different processing times, raising the problems complexity.
Finally, Alisantoso et al. [66] examined a flexible flow shop scheduling environment. The case-study
shop floor consists of 4 different phases of production each one responsible for a specific component
placement operation namely: griplet (H), axial (A), radial (R) and surface mount (P).
Problem features and constraints
Yazdani et al. [61, 62] considered very rich variants of the PCB scheduling problem, including carryover
sequence dependent setup times where the setup time required to transfer to a new board group is
carried over from all of the previously scheduled board groups. These papers also introduce external
setup (kitting time), which refers to the necessary setup time required to prepare the next batches.
Kitting time is integrated in the machine setup time and kitting operations are required to be performed
by the machine operator during the time he is idle.
García-Nájera et al. [64] considered component feeder reels that require specific setup times in order
to be prepared. PCBs are grouped based on their component requirements, and scheduled so that the
number of changes of the feeder reels and therefore the total setup time is minimized. Wu et al. [65]
took into account different ready and due dates, as well as sequence dependent setup times. In [66]
the considered problem includes job setup times, ready and due dates as well as line bypassing. In
addition, the developed algorithm also can take notice and react to machine breakdowns and shift the
job execution accordingly. A single objective is examined in this case, which is the minimization of the
average tardiness.
Regarding the problem constraints, research efforts of Yazdani, Noroozi and García-Nájera A. et al. [6064] consider machine capacity constraints for the number of jobs that can handled simultaneously as
well as 1 batch of jobs that can be executed from a machine. In addition batch processing time, is
calculated as the processing time of the latest job within the batch. The approaches of Yazdani et al.
[61, 62] additionally consider that all board types within a board group must be completely kitted before
the assembly operations of the board group can begin. Wu et al. [66] and Alisantoso et al. [65]
considered precedence constraints and due/release date restrictions and also some specific constraints
regarding PCBs that need to be produced with RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) compliance.
Solution methods
Damodaran et al. [60] proposed a particle swarm optimisation method for solving the grouping and
scheduling problems. In [61] Yazdani et al. proposed a mathematical model as well as two metaheuristic
algorithms, namely Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithm. The same authors in [62] proposed a more
traditional branch and bound algorithm. In [63] a simulation based search method is presented. An
intelligent genetic algorithm is constructed which is aided by a Monte Carlo simulation module that is
used to provide online feedbacks on the progress of the search and direct the search toward promising
solution areas. In [64] a group-based genetic algorithm is developed that uses a group-based
representation with a series of specialized genetic operators. Wu and Ji [65] developed an enhanced
genetic algorithm. In [66] an Immune Algorithm is developed that outperforms the performance of
several known genetic algorithms of the literature, both in terms of computational times and solution
quality.
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3.3.1.3 Literature for production scheduling with buffer inventories
Another important feature that requires special attention, especially for the production floor
environment of ARÇELIK, is buffer or WIP (work in progress) inventories. These buffer inventories
appear in various locations at the production floor between the assembly lines, and they are used as
intermediate storage spaces for semi-finished PCBs. Buffers need to be carefully used, since blocking
conditions may often appear, causing further delays.
In the literature various production scheduling papers consider buffer inventories. Wang [67] considers
a single-item make-to-order job shop problem with an intermediate WIP inventory existing between
the production and the delivery stages. Jobs are organized into batches prior to production and the
batches are scheduled for production on multi-processor machines. Specific constraints are implied so
that batches do not exceed machine capacities, they are executed and delivered serially and also
machines execute only batch jobs. The authors also took into account release/due dates, setup times
as well as inventory costs. Whenever a job has finished processing, but needs to be held in the WIP
inventory, a stage-dependent inventory cost is applied. The objective is to minimize the sum of setup
delivery and inventory costs.
In [68] a two stage flexible flow shop is considered with a large intermediate buffer between the stages.
This buffer is shared by all machines and has a limited size. Once jobs finish processing at the first
stage of production, they enter the intermediate buffer inventory and a specific inventory cost is
assigned that is calculated using the total time the job remains on the buffer. To that end, capacity
constraints are considered as well as constraints regarding group of jobs that cannot coexist in the
buffer simultaneously.
Liu et al. [69] propose a more generalized job shop scheduling problem under different stagedependent buffering requirements and parallel use of identical machines at each production stage. In
particular, stage-dependent output buffering is considered, i.e. a buffer can accommodate a job just
after it has finished processing at a production stage. To that end, various different constraints are
employed in the mathematical model in order to define the buffer requirements. Note that in [68] and
[69] different buffering requirements are considered: a limited buffering mode where the buffer can
temporarily store one job after its completion at a stage, no-buffering, where the job cannot be stored
in the buffer due to several requirements and no-delay-buffering where a job should start processing
at the next stage of production without being accommodated in the buffer.
Finally, Belaid el al. [70] study a rich two-machine flow shop problem with limited buffer. Jobs are
processed in batches and many different buffer storage modes are considered. Among other features,
the problem studied included release and due dates, and restricted family dependent setup times. The
buffers used are shared single unit storage buffers, which the machines are using for temporarily storing
products. Single unit buffers, denote that only a specific type of product can be stored in a buffer. To
that end, constraints regarding the sequencing of different batch types are considered as well as
scheduling and capacity constraints regarding the use of the storage buffers. The objective is to
minimize the use of buffers so as to minimize the cleaning and maintenance procedures of the buffers
and also to minimize the lateness of the batches.
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3.3.1.4 Progress beyond the current state-of-the-art
Compared to the current state-of-the-art, the problem scheduling problems that arise in DISRUPT are
very rich and incorporate a wide variety of features. Some of these features are quite unique and
appear for the first time in the literature. However, it is worth to highlight that also the mix and
combination of constraints taken into account is also unique. The goal is to design and develop a
generic and flexible production scheduling tool and capable of solving complex and very
large-scale problems without compromising efficiency.
The list of key features and constraints that will be supported by the DISRUPT production scheduling
tool is provided below.
•

Mixed products

•

Precedence constraints among the manufacturing tasks / operations

•

Assembly line and machine availability constraints

•

Layout precedence constraints

•

Release and due dates (and material availability constraints)

•

Machine (and assembly line) setup times

•

Machine sequence dependent setup times

•

Transportation time among machines and assembly lines

•

Minimum lot sizes

•

Work-in-progress inventories (amount of semi-finished products kept in front of machines and
between the process steps)

•

Multiple machine and assembly line configurations (different throughput and cycle times) as
decision variables

•

Machine and assembly line availability constraints

•

Supplied material with varying availability during the planning horizon

•

Multiple and hierarchical objectives

On the methodological side, the AITS algorithm (see Annex B: for a detailed algorithmic description)
specifically designed and developed for DISRUPT, incorporate various innovative elements. Specifically,
it employs novel multi-level adaptive mechanisms for regulating the search process and the level of
perturbation at each inner re-start. It maintains a pool of diversified solutions and incorporates a
powerful TS algorithm for local search improvement. The latter employs new critical-path based
combined neighbourhood structures and smart feasibility mechanisms.
Apart from the unique combination of operational realties and the inherent difficulty of solving medium
and large scale FJSSP instances, another important dimension of the DISRUPT production scheduling
tool is the re-optimisation capability. Dealing with dynamic events, such as machine breakdowns and
material/component shortages is very common in practice. However, the literature commercial solution)
in this domain is still very poor. The main effort is to revise, repair or update the current baseline
schedule according to the actual live or simulated status of the floor processes. During the reoptimisation process one needs to minimize the deviation from the baseline schedule and also not to
move “fixed” orders that cannot be postponed.
The DISRUPT production scheduling tool is also coupled with simulation. The goal is to react over
predictable events under tight time constraints. For this purpose a multi-plan co-simulation approach
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will be developed. In the proposed framework the simulation and optimisation closely interact and
exchange information as well as various KPIs. The goal is to aid the optimisation process to produce
more robust production schedules. Details of the proposed framework are provided in Section 5. It is
worth to highlight that the design and development of such dynamic (re-) scheduling systems for large
manufacturing environment is very challenging and goes beyond the current state-of-the-art.
3.3.2

Inbound logistics

In the upstream side of the supply chain, the inbound logistics is defined as the management of the
materials flow from suppliers and vendors into production processes or storage facilities (Council of
supply chain management [73]). The inbound logistics in the automotive sector is an important issue
since, it accounts for 10% of the manufacturing costs ([74]). In this logistics process, it is possible to
define 2 phases: the external logistics with the transportation management to move the ordered parts
between the supplier’s and OEM’s plants, and the internal logistics which starts with the trucks
receiving at the docks ([75]).
The most common transport mode in the automotive industry is the road transport by truck. Due to
the tremendous number of components required, the automotive industry is forced to manage a
frequent small-lot supply. To deal efficiently with the small lots three different path ways have been
identified: point to point network, Milk run system, Cross docking ([75]). The main decision problem
for all three path ways is the definition of the routes for the trucks in order to deliver on time the
required parts. However, unlike typical routing problems in which the costs for a predetermined set of
transport requests are to be minimized, in the automotive industry it is necessary to meet a time varying
deterministic part demand caused by the final assembly sequence. Consequently, truck routing for
automotive part supply has to resolve the trade-off between on-time delivery cost for the part supply
by truck and inventory cost at the OEM ([73], [75]) .
The docks management is the first phase of the inbound logistics inside the FCA’s plant: when the
trucks arrive at the docks area, their loads are received and unloaded to store the components in the
warehouse or to bring them directly to the assembly line. This depends on the different procurement
strategies for the specific parts. For example, since Just-In-Sequence (JIS) parts (which amount to 40%
average parts volume of a car ([76]) are especially time critical, their unloading dock is normally
specified over a longer time horizon. An inbound truck can, thus, directly enter its dedicated dock door
to be unloaded. In literature there are different examples of truck scheduling at docks which mainly
refer to cross docking but some of the constraints, defined to optimise the dock management, are
useful also in our case to define the optimal assignment of the inbound trucks at OME’s plant. For
example each truck can’t be assigned to more than one dock, one dock can’t be dedicated by two
different trucks simultaneously, the number of available docks is limited, the unloading operation takes
the same amount of time per each truck and the truck unloading has to respect specific interval time
to ensure sufficient time to bring the components to the assembly line ([77], [78], [79]).
Since the DISRUPT module combines the transport management and the dock management together
to deal with the disruption events which could occur in the inbound logistics process, another topic that
has to be analysed in the literature is the management of the disruptions. Paper [80] defines the supply
chain disruption as the combination of an unexpected triggering event that occurs somewhere in the
upstream supply chain, the inbound logistics network, or the purchasing environment, and a
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consequential situation which presents a serious threat to the normal course of business operations for
the focal firm. For example, the disruptions in sequence delivery is considered the most critical issue
because they cause high cost of production re-scheduling ([81]). This cost may be much higher than
the costs of inbound logistics. To overcome the disruptions in the most effective and efficient way, in
[82] a solution framework is proposed in four steps: 1. Identifying the disruptive events 2. Analysing
the effect of the event 3. Mitigation actions (i.e. proposing alternatives) and 4. Communicating the
corrective actions to the decision-maker. The events that cause disruptions are divided into two main
categories: the problems with suppliers (e.g. in terms of quality or failure) and the disruptions in
transportation modes (e.g. logistic integration or channel interruption) ([76], [83]). Paper [82] analysed
the delays in transport modes and, as an alternative to cope with such interruptions, it proposed the
use of faster transport modes (an additional truck). In paper [75] four alternatives when a part is
delayed are used. Among these alternatives, three of them are related to the assembly line; the only
solution which is related to the inbound logistics is the use of the express delivery method.
Optimisation process is one of the most effective ways to deal with disruptions like stated in [76].
However, they conclude that there is a gap in the literature to quantify the impact of disruptions on the
total costs for the company. Another aspect of the problem is added by [75]; it is related to the arrival
of the delayed components to the dock doors of the plant. This problem is divided into the assignment
of the trucks to the arrival times at the plant and the assignment of the docks to the trucks. It was
mentioned that these aspects were not considered in the literature. However, this problem is partially
dealt in the papers which analyse the problem of cross-docking. Paper [77] emphasized the focus of
both input and output docks in the literature of cross-docking problems (refer to [84] for an example).
However, for automotive manufacturers, the problems in cross-docking are not exactly the same as
those in the arrival docks.
Therefore, since most of the similar problems in the literature are focused on cross-docking by analyzing
distribution centers, DISRUPT module for inbound logistics implement the optimisation tool using
different parameters which are related to the manufacturer point of view and not distribution points.
There is not so much flexibility on solving the problem like in the case respecting the due time in this
case is more vital and solving this problem fills the gap stated by [75, 77].
Looking at commercial tools (table 1), there are some solutions addressing the dock scheduling
problem. Most of them are cloud based systems to enhance the communication between the focal
company and its suppliers and carriers during the synchronization of the appointments requests with
the dock availability. The most important benefits obtained by these systems are:






Efficiently planning of the docks
Minimization of the errors and reduction of time consuming activities like the communication
with confusing spreadsheets
minimization of the waiting time or the queues at the docks
real time view on the status of activities
easy user interfaces for the scheduling and the operational reports

These solutions can be used by business from different sectors and both small and large companies.
The presented features are similar to some characteristics of DISRUPT platform but the tools don’t
manage disruptive events changing the plan for the inbound logistics; sometimes there is the
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integration with other tools for the managing of supply chain but it seems that in most of the cases the
interaction with the module for the production scheduling is lacking.
For example, One Network presents an application platform where different technologies are
integrated to enable two or more parties to participate on the same transaction on the same business
object instances is one of the keys to optimise common financial and operational goals on the network.
Table 3-1: Dock scheduling tool providers

Features
Area of focus
Real-time
optimisation

C3 solution

Descartes

SAP

Exotrac

Transwide

One Network

Dock/yard

Logistics

Dock

Dock/yard

Transport

Supply chain

scheduling

management

scheduling

management

management

management

X

X

X

Real-time
monitoring

X

X

X

X

X

Dock scheduling

X

X

X

X

X

Transport
planning

X

X

X

Disruption

X

management
Cost analysis

X

X
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4 Mapping of Decision Support Tools to DISRUPT Use Cases
The deliverable D2.1 [90] has derived requirements for all DISRUPT components in general and for
each component of the decision support toolkit based on end user requirements and use cases specified
in work package 1. This section is building upon the work in D2.1 [90] and specifies how the
components are going to address the requirements given therein.

4.1 Requirements addressed via Modelling Tools
Deliverable D2.1 [90] is listing three functional requirements for DISRUPTs modelling component:


FR6.1 - Model the manufacturing knowledge at different layers: DISRUPT should
enable modelling the manufacturing knowledge across different layers.



FR6.2 - Produce models representing knowledge across different layers: DISRUPT
should enable creating, modifying and managing multiple models that represent the
manufacturing knowledge across different layers.



FR6.3 - Provide the operational environment to execute decision making processes
based on models: DISRUPT should be able to deploy the models developed by experts and
perform runtime operations, in accordance to these models.

In the CRF case, modelling should support the personalized semi-automatic assembly line of cars. The
logistic chain has certain quality risks; hence those risks need to be predicted in order to react before
the quality issue causes damage to the production schedule. The aim is to provide decisions makers
more time and more alternatives to react.
In the ARÇELIK case, modelling should support the patch-based automatic and semi-automatic
production line of electronic boards. In that case the quality control is the bottle neck for the production
speed. Operator skills, the production schedule and the different test lines are the parameters to
optimise the quality control. Goal is to improve the monitoring to gain better insights in order to optimise
the operator allocations, the production scheduling and the use and/or re-design of the testing lines.
Those aforementioned use cases raise the challenge: (a) to improve the monitoring, (b) to better
understand the sensor data, (c) to find dependencies, correlations or anomalies that indicate quality
issues, (d) to apply operations research tools to support the decision maker, (e) to introduce a
knowledge-based approach that combines all aforementioned layers and allows a methodological
support of the decision making.
Modelling is seen as the pre-condition to provide a common conceptual and semantic description on
which algorithms can be either directly applied or applied only after formalizing the models.


Overview description about the testbed, the current situation, the expected changes, initial
description of requirements.



Supporting the generation of the simulation and optimisation includes the initial acquisition of
the production process and the specification of intended answers of the simulation model.



Semantic description of data analysis and data anomaly detection. Anomaly detection provides
findings on possible anomalies, which are not interpretable without proper semantic.
Introducing more semantic in order to automated interpretation via machine learning.
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Complex Event Processing (CEP) either process with pre-defined mathematical model. Models
are expected to provide this additional meaning, so that more focused processing scripts can
be coded for CEP.



Plan Do Check Act (PDCA) cycles are used to track the contingency actions after decision
making. Models can support the plan phase of the PDCA cycle.



Cyber Physical Model Identification introduces mathematical models into CPS in order to
improve the expressiveness of the collected data. Hence, a semantic lifting of Cyber Physical
Models is useful.



Knowledge support to support the decision making by providing human-interpretable decision
trees as well as providing rules that are automatically interpreted by a rule engine to trigger
contingency actions.

4.1.1

Industrial Business Process

The requirements are answered with the approach of Industrial Business Process Management (IBPM).
The details on the corresponding meta model, and a description on how this IBPM will be used, is
provided in D2.2 [91], hence in the following we briefly recap the idea for completeness reasons.

Figure 4-1: Industrial Business Process Management Approach

Industrial Business Process Management supports by:


Providing a system overview description that identifies the system borders, the application
scenario, identifies priorities and documents and explains the needs of business processes.



Support the industrial business process management that is focused on the simulation but also
requires the previous design, simulation requirement specification, the support of optimisation
and simulation as well as the documentation of the model.



Support the plant and plant-management monitoring, by extracting the normative
organizational knowledge about goals, success factors, key performance indicators, sensors as
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well as data stream algorithms and define the dependencies with respect to cause and effect
as well as semantic interpretation.


Support the knowledge-based Case Management, which is understood as the mitigation action
or operationalization of decisions. It therefore supports the implementation of actions after
decisions.

Fig. 2 depicts the overview and the three different pillars, which we propose for zero defect
manufacturing support. Each pillar – the analysis & simulation support, the monitoring as well as the
knowledge support – is divided in two parts. The upper part is the domain-specific specification whereas
the lower part is the tool-dependent execution environment.
The process analysis & simulation support provided in the upper part a description of the production
process, the simulation requirements and the relevant data sets like production plan. The lower part is
the tool specific simulation model – like arena, PlantSimulation, … - that also provides a modelling tool,
which is for a particular purpose.
The monitoring support provides in the upper part a description of critical success factors, goals and
KPIs, whereas the lower part describes data access or data calculation workflows – like KMINE, …- that
may also be configured in modelling tools.
The Knowledge support provides on the upper part a description of the decision tree or the domain
specific rules in form of decision tables, whereas the lower part describes how the tools are executed
by a controlling platform.
4.1.2

Main Function - Analysis and Simulation Support

The main functions for analysis and simulation support can be divided into:


System Engineering Support



System Configuration Support

System Engineering Support is concerned with the reduction of the complexity of real life systems
as well as with the description and documentation of the system in place. We propose business process
modelling – as explained in more detail in D2.2 [91] – to describe the logical sequence of actions, the
intended goal and the requirements raised for the simulation, optimisation or analysis tools.
In the following we recap Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. from D1.4 [88]
depicting the FCA/CRF business case and identifying the system borders with a so-called process map.
The system under study is the plant “Mirafiori” that is divided into three process layers:
a) the management processes are concerned with the steering of the plant,
b) the core processes are concerned with activities of the shop floor, whereas
c) the support processes are concerned with actions that indirectly affect the production.
It is obvious of this initial description that the inbound logistic is in focus of the use case, as we use a
colour code: (a) processes that are not relevant for the current use case are greyed out, (b) processes
that are relevant are kept in blue and (c) processes that are under study of the use case are modelled
in further detail, which is indicated by the symbols within the blue arrow.
The tool support for this type of use case description is: (a) provision of a powerful model editor that
provides a set of modelling features, the repository to store the models, (b) transformation features to
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create Web-Exports, pictures – like the one included in this document, as well as (c) text document to
extract the provided text within the models.

Figure 4-2: FCA: Description of System Boundaries with Process Maps (cf. D1.4 [88])

This model editor implements a generic Business Process Management Meta Model described in D2.2
[91]. and is provided both, in an open academic version developed in ADOxx.org as well as in a
commercial version provided by BOC as a Cloud-enabled Web-Platform.
System Configuration Support is concerned with the “hand-over” of the model to the executive
environment like the simulation tool or optimisation tool. Hence the model needs to be transformed
from semi-formal to formal models, as well need to consider domain specific details.
The system under study is the plant “ARÇELIK production line” that is described on station level:
a) each station is a BPMN action that are linked with connectors
b) possible sequence changes like buffers, parallel production or split of the production line, are
modelled with the appropriate BPMN elements on defining the sequence.
c) Attributes like probability, time, costs, dependencies on operators, material, machine or other
resources are specified.
Figure 4-3 introduces the modelling tool by showing a production line of ARÇELIK. Beside the display
of some modelling features and the modelling concepts, the properties are indicated, by displaying the
notebook. The properties for the station “LoaderAS2” are shown in this sample.
The graphical representation of the production process is not only the basis to collect and integrate all
relevant information that are needed for the simulation, optimisation or analysis, but can also act as a
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technical documentation, where the aforementioned model is extracted after a simulation model has
been developed, and enriched with additional documentation such as files, source codes or comments
from the simulation expert.

Figure 4-3: ARÇELIK: Description of a Production Line on similar level than for the Simulation

A possible scenario is to use the process model first for the requirement specification and documentation
and re-visit the model after the simulation model has been created in order to perform a technical
documentation with it.

Figure 4-4: Validation Checks of Production Line – Screen Shot
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Hence, the information is provided in form of properties for the whole production line and each concept
within the production line. A query language enables to search for completeness or compare a set of
attributes and provide warnings, in case of obvious inconsistencies. Those features help to provide a
good estimation, if a model is complete and correct. Figure 4-4 shows such a screen shot, where the
aforementioned process has been validated, and the warning are indicated both, within the graphical
model in form of escalation marks, as well as in the analysis list on the right.
The next step is the check of formal correctness, which is performed by a petri-net engine. In case the
process model is not formally correct, it can neither be optimised nor simulated. Hence an important
requirement of a process model before starting simulation or optimisation is the formal correctness,
which can be establish in form of mathematical formulas, or when choosing user-friendly graphical
modelling tool using formal validation features.
Figure 4-5 shows the result of such formal validation, where the reachability, deadlocks, endless cycles
and similar checks can be performed. In case all of those formal features are correct, the petri-net
engine performs a simple simulation to provide the first estimation.
This simulation is only intended as a proof-of concept, to identify formal inconsistencies as early as
possible, before the complex simulation model is actually started to be developed. Hence, this type of
simulation proofs, that the model is formally correct, all available attributes are correctly filled, and a
final check with respect to the requirements and intensions of the simulation can be performed.

Figure 4-5: Formal Correctness of Production Line Model – Screen Shot

Finally, an export feature enables the export and transformation of the process model that it can be
imported in a specialised simulation tool as described in the next chapter.
As a short summary, the provided features enable:


Requirement specification within the model, wither in form of add-on notes – like post-its –
that indicate requirements, or in form of properties of each individual concept of the model.
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Analysis enables completeness checks, to check of the model is complete and all necessary
attributes are filled. Based on a query language, attributes can be checked, compared and
consequently approved to a certain level with respect to completeness and plausibility.



Formal checks can be provided, based on a Petri-Net formalisation engine, indicating if the
provided production process is formally correct avoiding conceptual issues like endless-loops.



Export of the process model and transformation in a file format that is understandable by the
simulation tools described in the next chapter.

This model editor implements the Industrial Business Process Management Meta Model described in
D2.2 [91]. and is provided both, in an open academic version developed in ADOxx.org as well as in a
commercial version provided by BOC as a Cloud-enabled Web-Platform.
4.1.3

Main Function - Data Monitoring Support

The main functions for analysis and simulation support can be divided into:


Data Monitoring Engineering Support



Data Monitoring Configuration Support



Data Monitoring Processing

Data Monitoring Engineering Support is again concerned with the reduction of the complexity of
the data and sensor system as well as with the description and documentation of the goals, intension,
and data in place. We propose Key Performance Indicator modelling – as explained in more detail in
D2.2 [91] – to describe the semantic correlation between sensor, data, indicator, goals and the
intension of a system.

Figure 4-6: Cause and Effect Model – CRF Sample

Figure 4-6Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. introduces a screen shot of a socalled “Cause and Effect Model”, which introduces the four perspectives: (a) Manufacturing Output, (b)
Process Efficiency, (c) Line and Workforce Allocation, (d) Resources.
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Each perspective is represented as a swim-lane and aggregates all objects. In the sample below, the
manufacturing output consists of the goals “Increased Overall Operation” and “Operating Cost
Reduction”. Each goal can be split into several sub-goals and sub-sub-goals for detailing reasons. Each
leaf of this goal tree is a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) that specifies which data value has to be
measured, and how this data value has to be interpreted.
Each KPI is then linked to a sensor, which is a technical configuration of how to access and collect the
data. A possible semantic enrichment or a possible manual manipulation is considered at this sensor.
Similar to the aforementioned process documentation the cause and effect model is a documentation
and specification to focus on those data that are relevant and ignore those data that do not contribute
to the intended reporting or monitoring. It hence enables a top-down oriented selection of data.
Data Monitoring Configuration Support is a requirement specification for the technical
configuration of the data sensors. As shown in the right part of Figure 4-7 each data sensor element –
that feeds at least one KPI – can be specified in several ways.

Figure 4-7: Technical Specification for Data Sensors

First there is the data source configuration, where the access to the concrete data source has to be
placed. The user input consists of specific parameters the data source configuration requires, which are
typically user id and password. The Algorithm, Target and Alert Code is the corresponding query script
that is then performed by the corresponding data source. The Algorithm Code retrieves the current
value, the Target Code provide the target value, whereas the Alert Code defines when the dashboard
should be alerted.
In case the modeller is unable to programme the concrete data source configuration, there is the
possibility to explain in full text the intended data source manipulation and hand the specification over
to the data expert. Hence, there is a clear communication between the dashboard modeller and the
data expert, as the overall dashboard is explained and for each data source, the relevant information
is provided.
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Data Monitoring Processing deals with the interpretation of the models, the invocation of the
corresponding data source algorithms as well as the presentation in form of a dashboard to the user.
We call this type of dashboard “Cockpit” as it provides measures for the decision makers. Hence, it is
seen as a knowledge platform for decision makers that provides not only the structure in form of Goals
and KPIs, but also the concrete target and current values including the corresponding thresholds for
the alert mechanisms as well as the information on how to react in a case a KPI raises an alert.
Figure 4-8Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. depicts the dashboard that retrieves
the conceptual information form the model, and the real data form the data sensors. First, the model
is queried in order to build up the dashboard structure and second the data sources are invoked with
the corresponding algorithm to retrieve the data streams, which are then displayed.

Figure 4-8: Dashboard with Goals, KPIs and Demo Sensor Data

So the main features for Data Monitoring consists of:


Documentation and specification of the goals, key performance indicators and data sensor to
measure those data that are necessary for the decision maker to steer towards the intended
goals.



Configuration of the data sources in order to enable the access of data on demand for continues
monitoring. This particular configuration will be extended in WP4 to include not only human
knowledge – as it is provided here – but also machine knowledge, by using semantic
technologies to semantically lift data streams to enable smart alignment with the KPIs.



Processing of the data monitor results in a dashboard, that shows the dashboard according the
model and fills the dashboard with concrete data according the data streams form the data
source.

4.1.4

Main Function - Knowledge Support

The third and last pillar of the modelling tool for decision making is the knowledge support environment:
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The main feature is the externalisation of knowledge, hence providing contingency actions for each
critical alert raised in the aforementioned dashboard.
The specification and documentation of knowledge support externalises knowledge to (a)
identify different cases that need interaction of the decision maker, as well as (b) to externalise
knowledge of experienced decision maker with the goal to atomize this decision making using artificial
intelligence.
Figure 4-9 introduces the knowledge map of CRF identifying the possible cases for (1) Supplier process
issues, (2) Transportation issues, (3) Internal Process issues, which are classified in short, medium and
long-term actions.

Figure 4-9: Identification of relevant Cases for Decision Maker

The matrix of identified issues and the possible requested contingency action is indicated as a model,
indicating for some of the cases the proposed actions. For those cases a guideline or recommended
way of behaviour is expressed. This can range from checklists, to concrete regulations and include tools
like simulation that are requested to be used during such contingency actions.
Inbound logistic alert, may be described to run a simulation to assess the potential damage. This
description is linked to the aforementioned dashboard, so in case an alert is triggered by the dashboard
the corresponding description of contingency action is also provided.
The configuration of knowledge support externalises knowledge that can be performed by artificial
intelligence mechanisms for a concrete case. In DISRUPT we decided for rule-inference as technology,
and hence the externalisation of knowledge in form of decision trees that serve the need to configure
a rule-engine.
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Figure 4-10: Knowledge Externalisation in Form of Decision Tables

Figure 4-18 shows a decision table in DMN notation, elaborating the possible issues in the dashboard
for a machine breakdown. A long-term issue would be the update of the legal information system that
may include the request to update certain security measures of the machine within a given time frame.
Another issue is the likelihood of a failure that has been identified based on data anomalies, or based
on expressions of concerns. The third sample is the actual machine breakdown.
The decision table provides different forms of actions, including immediate alerting of different roles.
This DMN expression can be exported and imported in available or third-party rule engines that operate
these rules every time the dashboard receives and invocation.
So, the main features for Knowledge Support consists of:


Modelling of knowledge in particular of cases to identify and specify relevant issues in form of
CMMN, DMN or similar models.



Enable the configuration of rule engines using decision-tree models that express how the rule
engine has to automate certain decision to improve the speed of human decision makers, by
co-working in an automatic way with the rule engine.

4.2 Requirements addressed via Simulation Tools
Deliverable D2.1 [90] is listing four functional requirements for the DISRUPT simulation component:


FR3.1 - Enable situation awareness on the factory operational status, based on the current
configuration of the manufacturing and supply chain operations



FR3.3 - Calculate the impact of an event on the factory key performance and business metrics



FR4.4 - Simulate an alternative production schedule



FR4.5 - Simulate based on an alternative transportation plan

These requirements where translated into four main functions which the DISRUPT simulation
component should provide:
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Main Function MF.SI1: To provide a simulation model according to a provided layout, adhering
to specified boundaries and level of detail.



Main Function MF.SI2: To initialise the simulation model with real data from the factory as well
as simulation parameters



Main Function MF.SI3: To incorporate within the simulation model a given set of detected,
captured or predicted events.



Main Function MF.SI4: To simulate the production operations in order to produce a simulated
estimation of performance for the provided production schedule.

Each of the following four subsections is devoted to one of these main functions and specifies the
implementation of the function.
4.2.1

Main Function MF.SI1 – Provide simulation model according to layout

Here, several cases have to be considered following the scenarios of the end users CRF and ARÇELIK
in the project (cf. deliverable D5.2 [95]). Within the project, the decision was taken to demonstrate the
simulation component on two CRF scenarios and on the ARÇELIK PCB manufacturing. This leads to
three simulation models based on three different layouts:


CRF / Mirafiori plant assembly



CRF / Mirafiori plant paint shop



ARÇELIK PCB assembly and testing

How the function of providing simulation models according to the factory layouts for each demonstrator
is briefly specified in the following.

Figure 4-11: Layout of Dashboard Assembly

4.2.1.1 Simulation layout of CRF / Mirafiori plant assembly
The dashboard is assembled in a sub-assembly line with ten stations which are depicted in Figure 4-11.
Details of the operation within this line are explained in deliverable D5.2 [95].
The simulation case for the dashboard line is derived from Use Cases 1 and 5.2 (see deliverable D1.4
[88]): in order to support the inbound logistics operation of the sub-assembly line, the transportation
processes between warehouses and storage areas and the line should be subject of a simulation model.
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Figure 4-12: Simulation Prototype of Dashboard Assembly and Logistics in Siemens Plant
Simulation

Figure 4-12 is showing a mock-up of the according simulation layout set up in the simulation software
package Plant Simulation from the software vendor Siemens. The model layout comprises the stations
of the sub-assembly line and the parts of the (forklift truck based) inbound logistics for this line.
Different warehouse areas (e.g. airbags, dashboard carrier, cross beam) are also part of the model.
The other areas of the assembly line such as seat assembly or wheels (cf. deliverable D5.2 [95]) are
subject to similar logistic processes. It is envisaged to include them in a simulation prototype as well.
4.2.1.2 Simulation layout of CRF / Mirafiori plant paint shop
The paint shop is well suited to demonstrate many of the simulation relevant use cases enumerated in
deliverable D1.4 [88].
Computations of daily output, assessment of different product quality and different production
schedules as it is part of use cases 2 – 5 may all be tested around the simulation model of a paint shop.
It is intended to set up a simulation model on the level of detail of conveyors and booths as depicted
in Figure 4-14. This opens up the potential to test operational measures on a quite detailed level.
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Figure 4-13: Block layout of paint shop

Figure 4-14: Simulation layout (sample) of paint shop

4.2.1.3 Simulation layout of ARÇELIK PCB assembly and testing lines
ARÇELIK’s scenarios are considering a PCB manufacturing and test line with the assembly part being
highlighted by the rectangle on the right hand side and the test steps and procedures being on the left
hand side with manual testing (middle rectangle) and automatic testing (left rectangle).
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Figure 4-15: Layout of PCB assembly and testing lines

Figure 4-16: Simulation prototype of PCB assembly and testing lines

The simulation is taking up exactly this layout. Again, the simulation software Plant Simulation from the
software vendor Siemens is used to set up a prototype of the manufacturing system in a simulation
model. Figure 4-16 is providing an overview of the scope of the prototype with every line and every
station of the real system being part of the simulation model. Figure 4-17 is providing a more detailed
view on two testing lines indicating that each of the stations or testing machines as well as each
transport belt (conveyor) is part of the simulation prototype. Details on the data required for the overall
model in general and more specifically the stations will be presented in section Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata..
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Figure 4-17: Detailed view on two lines of PCB assembly and testing simulation prototype

4.2.2

Main Function MF.SI2 – Initialize simulation with real data from factory

The technical foundation of this function is similar to the following one (incorporation of events in
simulation model; MF.SI3). The sequence diagram in Figure 4-18 is indication in the upper left part that
the simulation model is retrieving data for its initialization from the database system. It also may be
getting initial data from other sources like the event bus or communication partners like the
CloudController as depicted in the upper right part of the Figure. Either way, if this input data at the
very beginning of the simulation convers real data from the shop floor, i.e. from the factory, and the
simulation model uses this data to initialize the relevant objects and to create non-permanent objects
like orders, transporters etc. accordingly, main function MF.SI2 is covered.
Please note, that this function only covers starting the initialization phase since the simulation, once
started, typically runs in time lapse.
4.2.3

Main Function MF.SI3 – Incorporate event in simulation model

The software component to integrate the simulation with other communication layers is the so-called
SimController. This generic software layer has been explained in Deliverable D2.1 [90]; it is a simulation
engine independent communication handler which can be used to connect to different kinds of
communication protocols. It has been extended and adopted in the DISRUPT project in order to
communicate with Software AGs event engine and with the platform provided by ATC.
Figure 4-18 is showing a sequence diagram on the detailed interaction between the simulation engine,
the event bus, the platform or cloud controller, and a database for storage of mass data. Based on this
diagram the project team demonstrated very early in the project how the simulation can interact with
the event engine and other DISRUPT components.
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Figure 4-18: Sequence diagram for event handling in simulation (proof of concept)

This proof will be refined in the remainder of the project and will be taken up as part of the overall
platform integration (see section Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. in this
document and the respective deliverables in work packages 4 and 5).
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4.2.4

Main Function MF.SI4 – Estimate performance of production schedule

In order to estimate the performance of a production schedule, the simulation models need to be able
to cover more detailed functions:
1. Compute a production schedule within the simulation model or read production schedule from
another IT system or from optimisation
2. Compute the KPIs required to assess the performance of the production system
In the DISRUPT project, function #1 is going to be implemented by either reading a production schedule
from the platform or from the optimisation. The respective interfaces and mechanism are described in
sections 5.2 or Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., respectively.
Function #2 is based on the user KPIs listed in Annex C of deliverable D1.4 [88] and Annex C of
deliverable 2.1. The following table displays, which of these user KPIs are integrated in which model.
Details on the semantics of the KPIs are explained in D1.4 [88] and D2.1 [90].
Please note, that the table does NOT comprise all user KPIs listed in the aforementioned documents.
User KPIs which are not listed in the table need to be calculated by means of other components or
have to be computed by the platform directly.
User KPI
Frequency of delivery lead-time

CRF

CRF Paint Shop

ARÇELIK PCB

X

updates
Frequency of transportation plan

X

updates
warehouse to line side lead-time

X

Number of disruptions

X

X

X

JPH loss (compared to target)

X

X

X

Number of stockouts

X

JPH

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Percentage of defects (also needed
as input!)
Percentage of scrap (also needed
as input!)
Percentage of capacity (utilization)

X

Percentage of capacity for semifinished product
Percentage of availability of Test

X

machines
Percentage of capability of lines
Percentage of machine availability

X
X

X
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Total setup time

X

Setup time per line

X

Idle time

X

X

Stock level

X

X

Line saturation

X

X

Lead-time

X

X

X

Number of line stops

X

X

X

Production lead time per order
Number of delayed orders

X

X
X

X

X

Number of postponed orders

X

Number of shifted orders

X

Number of changes in the

X

production order
Number of changes to PCB

X

production to cover additional
needs for semi-finished products
Number of setups

X

Number of changes in SKU type

X

X

X
X

Number of changes in quantity

X

Flow time

X
Table 4-1: User KPIs in simulation models – use case related

4.3 Requirements addressed via Optimisation Tools
This section discusses how the optimisation tools as part of the Decision Support Layer address the
requirements depicted in Deliverable D2.1 [90]. It provides a description of the main functionality and
how the specified use cases are handled in terms of the user input and the output from the tool. To
enhance readability, the section is further divided into 2 parts, namely production scheduling and
inbound logistics. Specifically, Deliverable D2.1 [90] lists two functional requirement for the DISRUPT’s
optimisation components:
•

FR4.2: Produce an optimised production schedule

•

FR4.3: Produce an optimised transportation and dock management plan

These requirements where translated into 3 main functions for the DISRUPT production scheduling
component and 2 main functions for the DISRUPT inbound logistics as follows:
•

Main Function MF.OP1: To produce an optimised production schedule.
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Main Function MF.OP2: To request, receive and utilise specific metrics calculated from
Simulation on partial solutions.

•

Main Function MF.OP3: To calculate impact estimation metrics on the produced production
schedule.

•

--Main Function MF.OP4: To produce an optimised transportation and dock management plan.

•

Main Function MF.OP5: To calculate impact estimation metrics on the produced transportation
and dock management plan.

Each of the following subsections is devoted to one of these main functions and specifies the
implementation of the function.
4.3.1

Main Function MF.OP1: To produce an optimised production schedule

The aim of the production schedule tool is to react to dynamic events (generated by the users or other
components of the cloud controller) and to generate optimised production schedules or to re-optimise
existing schedules (this includes to breakdown orders and determine lot sizes), such that a preselected
combination of objectives is optimised and shop-floor constraints, order information, and other product
and production specifications are satisfied. A full description of the production scheduling algorithm is
provided in Deliverable D3.2 [92].

Figure 4-19 Sequence diagram for event handling in optimisation – production scheduling (proof of
concept)

In terms of event handling, the decision maker through the DISRUPT dashboard is able to watch all
the events captured by the controller and has the ability to interact with specific plant floor events (e.g.
machine or line breakdowns) by requesting an optimised plan that tries to handle the selected events.
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This request includes basic arguments for the production scheduling tool (such as number of schedules
and production schedule start and cutoff time in the case of rescheduling), as well as the event that
the optimisation module should handle. The DISRUPT controller assembles the request in an
appropriate format and then pushes an optimisation job event in the optimisation dedicated channel in
the event bus. The optimisation module listens to the optimisation channel for job requests, and once
it has detected a new request it starts the optimisation procedure. The optimisation module at first
loads the request information, such as the jobID, the event IDs to handle and the company ID.
Afterwards, the module fetches the company’s plant floor information from the appropriate end user
database as well as the event types from the DISRUPT database. Once the optimisation module has
loaded all the required input data, it can start the optimisation process. After some time the optimisation
process finishes and the module responds by pushing an event in the bus channel, notifying the
controller that the optimisation module has finished and that the optimisation results can be loaded
from the DISRUPT database. Once the controller reads the response, it loads the optimisation results
from the database and it is able to preview them in the dashboard upon user request.
In terms of input, the production scheduling tool receives three groups of input, namely the
Production Layout and Resources Input, the User and Events Input, and the Algorithm
Configuration Input. All inputs are managed by the cloud controller. Below, a description for each
input is provided.
4.3.1.1 Production Layout and Resources Input
The Production Layout and Resources input is related with the definition (and representation) of the
problem instance (e.g. plant layout and line configurations, workstations, production stages, process
times, line cycle times per configuration, setup dependent times, by-passes, WIP restrictions,
transportation times, routings and so on). This input also contains information regarding the available
production resources (e.g. number of parallel machines / lines and machine availabilities), the
production orders (e.g. minimum lot size, quantity, bill of material, due and release dates, urgency)
and the supplied materials (e.g. daily and weekly availability). The production scheduling tool uses this
input to represent the manufacturing floor and to generate the corresponding optimisation problem
instance. It is worth to highlight that although some problem features are hard coded, there is great
deal of flexibility given to the user to enable and disable constraints and other elements.

Figure 4-20 Modelling of multiple production stages assuming single and parallel assembly lines with
WIP inventory restrictions
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As described in Section 3.3, the manufacturing environments of CRF and ARÇELIK can be seen as
flexible shop scheduling problems (job shop in the case of ARÇELIK and flow shop in the case of CRF)
with various operational constraints, multiple production stages, and multiple single and parallel
assembly lines. Figure 4-9 demonstrates how the user can model a problem with 4 production stages
and 6 assembly lines (M denotes a machine or workstation).
The user may select to treat each assembly line as one “machine”. However, each “line” can be broken
down further depending on the actual layout, the level of detail the user wants to introduce and the
connections among the machines. Annex B provides examples on how various production floor layout
can be modelled via the DISRUPT production scheduling tool.
The production schedule tool it is very flexible and configurable in the sense that it supports a number
of features (e.g. release/due dates, the machine setup times and the machine sequence dependent
setup times) and various constraints (e.g. machine availability and routing constraints). Annex C
provides a detailed description of all features and constraints that the production scheduling tools
supports, and how the user can configure them.
4.3.1.2 User and Event(s) Input
The second group is related to user (and event) input.


Planning horizon



Production (baseline) plan, if any



Configuration of the production layout and production resources



Optimisation criteria and their hierarchical order
o

Job/h Rate: This objective tries to make sure that the average job/h rate of the
schedule throughout the planning horizon is balanced around an input threshold.

o

Makespan: This objective tries to minimize the completion time of the latest job.

o

Total Flow Time: This objective tries to minimize the total flow time of the schedule,
i.e. the total accumulated processing time of all production jobs.

o

Total Machine Idle Time: This objective tries to minimize the total idle time of the
schedule, i.e. the total time that assembly machines/lines remain idle throughout the
schedule (idle time is calculated relative to the start and end processing times of each
particular machine)

o

Total Setup Time: This objective tries to minimize the total setup time required for
the schedule. Setup time includes the normal setup times required for machine and
assembly operation setup as well as the sequence dependent setup times derived from
the particular sequence of the executed assembly operations.

o

Number of Late Jobs: This objective tries to minimize the number of late jobs (after
due date) of the schedule, i.e. the amount of production jobs that failed to complete
prior to their corresponding due dates.

o

Maximum Lateness: This objective tries to minimize the lateness of the most
overdue job of the schedule.

o

Maximum Similarity: This objective tries to minimize the changes from the baseline
production schedule (after the cut-off point). This objective is relevant on the case of
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re-scheduling. The similarity measurement between schedules is based on the
Hamming distances.


Cut-off time (the time point after which rescheduling of the production plan is allowed)



Number of alternative schedules



Select of event(s) to react:
o

Line malfunctions

o

Machine malfunctions

o

New orders

o

Order urgency

o

Change of order due date

o

Supplied material availability (or shortages)

o

Simulation KPIs

4.3.1.3 Algorithm Configuration Input
Lastly, the third group of input is related to the algorithmic configuration.


Number of restarts (internal restart of the local search process after perturbation)



Size of the pool (number of reference solutions maintained during the search process)



Tabu Search iterations (number of local search iterations without observing any further
improvement)



Tabu Search tenure (number of iterations a neighbourhood attributes remains tabu)



Time limit (max computational time limit)

4.3.2

Main Function MF.OP2: To request, receive and utilise specific metrics calculated
from Simulation on partial solutions

The Production Scheduling component it is also “connected” with the Modelling and Simulation tools,
in the sense that it may receive as an input custom plant configurations derived from the Modelling
module and use the evaluation metrics derived from Simulation for specific complete or partial
schedules. The idea behind the connection of production scheduling and simulation is the simulation to
evaluate schedules derived from optimisation, and on return the production scheduling to use specific
metrics calculated from the simulation so as to improve further on the quality and robustness of the
optimised production schedules. It must be noted that all communications among the decision support
tools is controlled via the Cloud Controller. Robustness metrics will provide information about the WIP
inventory usage, load of machines/lines, the amount of disruptions compared to the baseline schedule
in the case of rescheduling.
4.3.3

Main Function MF.OP3: To calculate impact estimation metrics on the produced
production schedule

After completion, the production scheduling tool provides one or more feasible and (re-) optimised
schedules that address the selected events based on user-specified optimisation criteria. It also provides
for each generated schedule the calculated objectives, impact estimation metrics and KPIs back to the
DISRUPT Controller. As such, it enables real time response and enables the operational change goal of
automating the production of a revised schedule according to events.
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The user KPIs listed in Annex C of deliverable D1.4 [88] and Annex C of deliverable 2.1. The following
table displays, which of these user KPIs are used by the production scheduling tool for each case.
Details on the semantics of the KPIs are explained in D1.4 [88] and D2.1 [90].
User KPI
Number

of

changed

production

CRF Car Manuf.

ARÇELIK PCB

X

X

orders

(compared to baseline schedule)
JPH

X

Makespan

X

Total setup time

X

Total Lateness

X

Maximum Lateness

X

Total Idle time

X

Line saturation

X

Total Flow Time

X

Number of late orders

X

X

Number of shifted orders

X

Number of setups

X

Max WIP inventory utilisation

X

Average WIP utilisation
Schedule robustness

X

X

Table 4-2: User KPIs in the optimisation module – use case related

4.3.4

Main Function MF.OP4: To produce an optimised transportation and dock
management plan.

This functionality is applied to CRF case where there are two types of problems to consider when talking
about disruption of inbound logistics:


CRF /Transportation problem



CRF /dock management problem

Each of them is shortly described:

Dock management
This alternative is considered for any kind of disruptive event. The module will optimise the assignment
of the arriving loads to the docks taking into consideration different strategies:
1. Stay in the same dock, changing the time window. This offers the advantage that there
is no change in the dock; once it has arrived, the truck waits at the dock until a freetime window arises.
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2. Change dock. This strategy has the advantage of avoiding further delays. If in a dock,
different from the planned one, the time window is free when the truck arrives, the
truck can be unloaded at the free dock.
3. Open a reserved dock. In the set of available docks, the company always reserves one
free dock during the entire time horizon. Based on necessity, this dock can be opened
with the related costs of setup.
4. Increase the number of resources. If the resources available are not sufficient, it is
possible to add new resources for the unloading process.
The following assumptions have been defined:
1. Each arriving load (on a specific transport mode) contains one or several part numbers
(PNs).
2. All the loads arrive to the docks by truck. Therefore, the last transport mode for all the
loads is truck.
3. Each time window is equal to one hour. The unit of measurement in the model is
always time window
4. The unloading process for all the orders is fixed to one hour (15 minutes of preparation
and 45 minutes of unloading).
5. To unload each truck, one resource is required.
6. Two types of docks are available:
a) Standard docks, where the orders are normally unloaded
b) Reserved docks, where usually no order is assigned to them. These docks are
reserved so that they are opened in case of necessity
The model manages the incoming disruptive events and minimizes the total cost to update the dock
assignment in order to find a new optimal solution for the dock management.
The most important aim is to respect the “actual production time” which indicates the time when the
incoming order is required on the assembly line. Based on this time, it is possible to calculate when, at
maximum, the order must be ready at the dock (due time) (Figure 4-21).

Figure 4-21: Calculation of the buffer and re-scheduling time

Due time is the difference between the “actual production time” and the time needed to transport the
order from the warehouse which is close to the docks to the assembly line. It is possible to manage the
transfer of the components from the warehouse to the assembly line in different ways: the standard
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method (used to define the “due time”) and two faster strategies which feature more expedient
transport and more costs and which are used to compensate for the delay when the delayed orders
arrive after the “due time”. Therefore, the two strategies define two moments (Acceptable due time /
buffer time_S1 and _S2): these are calculated as the difference between the “actual production time”
and the respective transfer time by applying each transfer equipment. If the delayed orders arrive after
these two moments, the only solution to accommodate the delay is production re-scheduling.
Consequently, it is possible to define the buffer time as the time between the “due time” and the specific
time window when the production re-scheduling is required. If the order arrives after the buffer time,
it is considered to be within the re-scheduling time.
When a disruption occurs, the order will arrive after the planned arrival time, a period known as the
estimated arrival time. After the arrival of an order to the dock, it takes a specific amount of time to be
unloaded and transferred to the warehouse (unloading duration). After unloading, the order is ready
to be transferred to the assembly line (readiness time). If the estimated readiness time is before the
due time, there is no additional cost. But if it is later than the due time, it would have the cost related
to the buffer time or re-scheduling cost according to the delay amount (Figure 4-21).
The followings are considered as the input parameters:


Planned dock assignment for a PN assigned to a dock



Displaced dock assignment after the disruptive events; it shows the impact of the events of
suppliers and transport problem on the dock plan;



Arrival time of a load considering the amount of the delay per each load.



Dock problem for each dock in different time windows



Number of available resources at each time window



Buffer time for each PN



Re-scheduling time for each PN



Dock setup cost for each dock; this cost occurs when a PN is unloaded in a new dock (standard
or reserved) which is different from the planned one.



Cost of the additional resources required to guarantee the unloading process at each time
window



Waiting cost; it depends on how many time windows one load has to wait between its arrival
time and the assigned time window in the new dock assignment because of the lack of free
docks.



Buffer cost for strategy s; the cost of transferring the PNs from the warehouse to the assembly
line for each buffer strategy.



Re-scheduling cost for each PN; the main cost is due to the production re-scheduling and
therefore, losses in job-per hour (JPH).

The decision variable is defined as:


New dock assignment which includes the unloading time for each truck and its assigned dock
for the unloading.

The objective function minimizes the total costs of dock setup, buffer, re-scheduling, additional
resource, and waiting. The setup cost is considered just when the assigned dock in the new dock
assignment is different from the assigned dock in the planned dock assignment. It is then necessary to
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calculate the additional resource cost when the number of available resources is not enough for the
incoming loads in the new dock assignment. When the number of unloading docks is less than the
number of available resources in each time window, no additional resource cost should be considered,
and therefore, this cost is zero. The waiting cost is when, in the new dock assignment, a load is assigned
to a later time than its arrival time.
It is necessary to ensure that for the new dock assignment, there should be maximum one truck
assigned to a specific dock in a specific time; but in case of dock problems, no order can be assigned.
Moreover it is necessary to ensure that each truck cannot be assigned to more than one dock and one
time window and that each unloading time is not assigned to an earlier time than its arrival time at the
dock.
As a control function for the feasibility of the generation of model solutions, a condition needs to be
implemented in order to check that the total number of orders assigned to a specific time window,
considering the delay per each order, has to be less than or equal to the number of time windows
available from that specific window to the end of the time horizon

Transportation management optimisation /CRF
The module is designed to manage the case when the supplier is late or there are problems during
transportation (e.g., problems of traffic, incidents, loading / unloading at distribution centres). In such
cases, the module for the optimisation evaluates the use of faster modes, e.g. express delivery, in order
to speed up delivery and, if possible, achieve the planned arrival time taking into consideration tradeoffs between cost and delivery time.
The following parameters (inputs) are considered in this section:
•

Waiting cost of a truck in the dock yard (€/ time window)

•

Cost of buffer time for each strategy (1 and 2

•

Transport cost of each PN with each feasible transport mode

•

The cost due to changes in transport mode

•

Number of available free docks at each time window

•

Transport mode assigned to a PN considering the (delayed) arrivals

•

Load assignment plan of PNs to each transportation mode

•

Unloading duration of a truck on a dock

The module allows to calculate if it is necessary to change the transport mode with the new transport
mode for each PN minimizing the total costs of the different strategies applicable including:


Cost of the buffer strategies and the choice of any of the feasible transport modes has a specific

transport cost.


Difference of the cost of the current transport mode with the updated one (if any)



Waiting cost at arrival at the dock and fixed cost for a PN when it changes its current transport

mode which is the cost of preparation and setup for the change.
It is necessary to ensure that:
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A set of PNs (related to one truck) is assigned to a time window if there is a free dock available

in that time window.


The time of unloading should be later than the arrival time for the selected transport mode



For each PN, just one transport mode should be considered



For a set of PNs related to a load, for each mode m, they should be assigned to just one time

window.
To recap the most important features of the MF.OP4, the Transportation and Dock Management model
calculates a new transportation and dock management plan that minimises the costs of these
operations. It must be noted that in addition to the pre-defined set of feasible alternatives for each
delay event, there might be some exceptional alternatives for the decision maker to define for each
order. Hence, the module for the inbound logistics will enable the user to:


Update the dock assignment



Update the arrival time of the loads



Update the level of utilisation of resources



Calculate the cost of each alternative (i.e., changing the transport mode, changing the
planned dock and changing time window to unload the delayed loads)



Update the transport plan

This model will be applied any time there is a new disruptive event happening for the inbound logistics.
It takes as input the events that were not solved with the previously and add the new event to the
database to calculate and propose new solutions to the user.
4.3.5

Main Function MF.OP5: To calculate impact estimation metrics for the produced
transportation and dock management plan

After completion, it will also be able to calculate an output impact estimation metrics (MF.OP5) for the
produced transportation and dock management plan including the following KPIs:


Total cost: is the total costs related to the both models. The optimum solution gives the
minimum total cost. The other KPIs related to the costs are independently calculated for each
solution scenario.



Total waiting time: In the considered time horizon, shows totally how much time the incoming
trucks should wait in the dock yard before they start unloading on the docks



Number of trucks assigned to the reserved dock: Since the reserved dock is only opened in
case of necessity, its cost should be compared with the waiting cost



Number of extra resources: it shows, in the considered time horizon, how many extra resources
should be applied. This is helpful for the management of the resources possibly with the other
departments.



Number of PNs solved in buffer times: it shows for each of the delays, how many of the PN
used the faster internal mode to transfer from the dock to the lineside. It is helpful to manage
and monitor the utilization of the internal transport modes.

These metrics allows the company to compare different scenarios generated by the model and obtained
giving priority to different dimensions of the decision. An example of the metrics is demonstrated in
Figure 4-22. “best” is the best scenario, S1 to S6 are other scenarios that minimize only a part of the
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costs. After applying the optimisation module and based on the results of the optimum solution, the
KPIs are calculated and inserted in the column “best”. The optimisation module also allows to have
suboptimal solutions. The KPIs resulted from these suboptimal solutions are inserted from S1 to S6
where the value of the total cost decreases from S1 to S6. Therefore, for example, to minimize the
resource utilization, the best solution is the scenario in which the use of extra resources is the minimum
number.
KPI
Total cost
Total dock setup cost
Total buffer cost-strategy 1
Total buffer cost strategy 2
Total waiting cost
Total additional resource cost

best

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

Total waiting time
N° of trucks assigned to the reserved
dock
N° of extra resources
N° of PNs solved in buffer timestrategy 1
N° of PNs solved in buffer timestrategy 2

Figure 4-22. KPIs in the optimum case and different solution scenarios
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5 Integration of Decision Support Tools
While the preceding sections had a focus on each single component of the decision support toolkit, the
following paragraphs summarize the pairwise connection of two components of the toolkit. Connecting
two components leads to three possible connections (modelling and simulation, modelling and
optimisation, simulation and optimisation). All three connections have been considered addressed
within the DISRUPT project.
It is worth mentioning that some of the integrations described here were already conceptually
envisaged in the DISRUPT DoA. In addition to refining and demonstrating innovative ideas from the
DoA, the interaction throughout the course of the project also led to approaches not originally envisaged
at the beginning of DISRUPT. This is specifically the case for the interaction of modelling and simulation
as the next section explains.

5.1 Modelling and Simulation
The process of creating and maintaining a simulation model is as of today still a very handcrafted
process. A simulation expert typically specifies the model processes using text files or drawings of the
shop floor. These early preparations of simulation models – also called conceptual simulation modelling
– are an ongoing research topic (cf. Robinson et al. [72]). Here, a structured modelling approach based
on a subset of the modelling methods discussed in section 4.1 is a substantial step beyond the state of
the art. Simulation engineers could model customer requirements and the productions processes to be
simulated in modelling tools on a conceptual level prior to the implementation in simulation engines.
The model-based system engineering and system configuration support is described in Section 4.1.2 in
detail.

Figure 5-1: Sample of model structures in the simulation and the process modelling software

In order to provide a smooth integration between modelling and simulation, BOC and SimPlan have
designed and started to implement a demonstrator for model exchange (cf. Figure 5-1). Process models
prepared may be prepared by the simulation engineer in the modelling environment and can be checked
and documented there (see Section 4.1.2). Once, the simulation engineer is satisfied with the status of
the model, it can be exported using an XML structure which in turn may be imported in the simulation
software package. Many model structures like a sequence of stations or a sequence of stations and
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buffers or converging or diverging structures (an example for the latter one shown in Figure 5-1) may
be directly executed in the simulation engine without any further action. In many case, however, the
simulation engine will have to add more sophisticated control structures to the simulation model using
the simulation software. For these situations, it is envisaged to implement a bi-directional XML exchange
between simulation and modelling to fully exploit the documentation potential of the modelling
software.
The SimXML format which is used for the data exchange is based on developments SimPlan had started
within another European Research and Innovation project. It was extended for the DISRUPT project.
Its nodes are used to define complete models with all relevant data.

Figure 5-2: Sample for the main element of SimXML in DISRUPT (ARÇELIK Use Case)

Figure 5-2 is showing an example of the main element of SimXML for the ARÇELIK case. More details
on the specification are given in Deliverable D3.2 [92].

5.2 Modelling and Optimisation
Modelling offers a versatile environment of re-configuring the plant floor and/or the broader supply
chain (e.g., docking stations or delivery options), thus being ideal for an end-user to build different
scenarios. Optimisation offers a method for determining an optimal sequence of production-related
decisions (e.g., scheduling of production orders), given the set of jobs and the configuration of the
plant floor.
Hence, a service integrating the two is rather easy to appreciate and surprisingly absent from
commercial software for manufacturers. Such a service would employ the modelling tools for reconfiguring the plant floor and the run the optimisation tools for different configurations; such
configurations could be partially pre-built in the service or built by the same user wishing to run the
optimisation tools over a given time-horizon. The actual modelling options available to the end user can
only be obtained after a detailed requirements and process analysis per industrial case, yet one can
easily allow for some standard 'operations' like removing or adding a machine, changing the
capacity/speed of a machine, changing the sequence of specific production processes that in turn
affects all machines associated with these processes, changing the size of buffer inventories, etc.
In such a service, the optimisation tools read as its input the set of jobs from an enterprise software
(MES, ERP) but the plant floor layout directly from the modeller, who therefore acts as an intermediate
in order for the optimiser to remain agnostic of the factory-specific software. This is critical for service
deployment because an optimiser is computationally heavy thus by becoming 'user-agnostic' it could
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be allowed to run in a cloud environment or even at 'pay-per-use' basis, in contrast to the modeller
that needs to act as interface at each end-user's site.
Such a service could obviously be used for mid-term plant optimisation, form example in order to better
design the floor layout. More generally, it is a useful service for any kind scenario planning. The latter
could even include a responsive daily use for handling events that impose delays in the plant floor (e.g.,
delays at the docking stations, machine breakdowns, etc.).

5.3 Simulation and Optimisation
The options for combining simulation and optimisation are numerous and as old as what is currently
perceived as Operations Research. Hence it is not up to DISRUPT to invent new such ways of integration
but rather focus on some among the well-established options and deepen them via a coherent
implementation and demonstration.
For both clarity and conciseness, let us discuss in brief the two main options, defined by whether
simulation or optimisation assumes the role of supervisor. Simulation-supervised optimisation implies
that the simulator (in our case of the plant floor) who by definition replicates reality several times using
different instantiations of the random variables involved (e.g., processing time of a machine), calls the
optimiser once or multiple times during each replication. For example, if an 8-hour schedule is simulated
100 times, then the simulator could call the optimiser every 2 hours (of simulation time), that is 4 times
per replication, in order to re-optimise the schedule given the instantiation of randomness up to that
point. This simulates the situation in which the floor manager has an initial schedule per shift that is
regularly re-optimised. If that simulation-supervised optimisation would be deployed as a service, it
could allow further parameterization by the end user regarding the conditions upon which the scheduler
calls the optimiser. This option for integrating simulation and optimisation is interesting yet not
supported by the current DISRUPT requirements.
To the contrary, the second option appears in broad terms a perfect fit for the DISRUPT environment.
The DISRUPT requirements strongly emphasize the need to handle impactful events by first generating
alternatives and then evaluating them against specific KPIs. Since most such events affect the
production schedule, the alternatives to be generated are different schedules (that satisfy the additional
constraints imposed by the events) and the way to evaluate them would be to simulate each such
schedule. Please note that the same procedure could be triggered while planning for the next period
(e.g., day or week). Hence our second option for optimisation-supervised simulation: the optimiser
generates multiple solutions (in our case schedules) and calls the simulator to evaluate each solution
under a variety of replications; then the optimiser selects the most robust such solution, i.e. the one
that according to the simulation results performs in a more consistent/robust manner under all different
instantiations of randomness. This is the main DISRUPT service enabled by the integration of simulation
and optimisation tools.
In a more advanced integration scenario, the optimiser could then continue further by using the most
robust solution as a starting one for generating further solutions (hopefully even more robust) and then
evaluating them via simulation to select the new robustness champion. Repeating this closed
simulation-optimisation loop could yield a method finding optimal solutions under stochasticity by
guiding the search performed by the optimiser via the scenario exploration performed by simulation.
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Although computationally very demanding, it remains an open question whether limiting this procedure
to a short time horizon (e.g., a single 8-hour shift) and under a small number of replications could
provide a useful decision-support service to manufacturers.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
This report - DISRUPT project deliverable D3.1 - provides a specification of the components of the
decision support toolkit (modelling, simulation, optimisation), the interaction of these components
amongst each other, and the interaction of the components within the DISRUPT platform. It also
presents a brief state of the art in modelling, simulation, and optimisation in order to discuss where
DISRUPT progresses beyond it, for example in the online character of the co-simulations, the integration
of modelling and simulation, or the applied optimisation approaches.
The main part of the document specifies how the requirements and functions resulting from WP1 and
WP2 are picked up and addressed.
Aspects such as platform integration or architecture are not part of this document as they are specified
in greater detail in WP5 and WP2. The application of the toolkit as part of the end user demonstration
scenarios will be a joined effort of WP3 and WP5. The results will partly be addressed in the final
versions of other WP3 deliverables and partly in the respective WP5 deliverables.
Overall, the discussion presented here clarifies the roles of the decision support toolkit within the
DISRUPT use cases and clarifies the interaction between the components and between the components
and the platform.
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Annex A: List of Acronyms
AGV

Automated Guided Vehicles

AITS

Adaptive Iterative Tabu Search

BOM

Bill of Material

BPM

Business Process Management

CIM

Computer Integrated Manufacturing

CPS

Cyber Physical System

CPPS

Cyber Physical Production System

ECB

Electronic Circuit Board

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

FCA

Fiat Chrysler Automobiles is the group composed, among others, by the two automotive
OEMs

FoF

Factory of the Future

FJSSP

Flexible Job Shop Scheduling Problem

GRASP

Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Procedure

IoT

Internet of Things

IIoT

Industrial Internet of Things

JIS

Just in Sequence

JPH

Job per Hour, or throughput

KPI

Key Performance Indicator, along which the functioning of a process/ set of processes
(a plant, a logistic chain) is evaluated

MES

Manufacturing Execution System

MRP

Material Requirements Planning (within SAP Production Planning module (PP))

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer. In this case the Automotive company assembling the
final product (FCA).

OSS

Order Slotting and Sequencing (internal tool on top of JDA Software – Supply Chain
and Retail Solutions)

PCB

Printed Circuit Board

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

RTM

Internal tool where the BOM is residing

SAP MM

Material Management

SAP PP

Production Planning

SKU

Stock Keeping Unit

TS

Tabu Search
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World Class Manufacturing is a methodology adopted in FCA for the optimisation of
Manufacturing processes. It is based on TPM (Total Productive Maintenance), Lean
Manufacturing logics and Total Quality Management

WMS

Warehouse Management System

WP

Work Package

UUT

Unit Under Test
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Annex B: Modelling of production layouts via the production
scheduling tool
Let’s assume a single car assembly line that consist of multiple workstations. The assembly line is not
paced, car models with different processing requirements pass through the workstations in a specific
order, where assembly operations are performed, and each workstation may process car in any order.
This setting can be seen as a “Mixed Model Flow Shop” environment and an example schedule is
depicted in Figure B-0-1. In this example there is one production line, six assembly
workstation/machines and three car models (red, green, and blue). At each workstation three assembly
operations are executed in total and the goal is to find the sequence of operations amongst all
workstations that minimize a predefined objective (e.g. makespan).

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

Op[0,1]

Op[1,2]

Op[2,3]

Op[0,4]

Op[2,5]

Op[1,6]

Op[1,1]

Op[0,2]

Op[0,3]

Op[2,4]

Op[1,5]

Op[0,6]

Op[2,1]

Op[2,2]

Op[1,3]

Op[1,4]

Op[0,5]

Op[2,6]

Figure B-0-1 Example of a generic flow shop environment

The above depicts a production environment where the order of processing of the car models can vary
among the workstations. This is not the case for CRF where the processing order of the car models has
to be maintained throughout the line. In this case, instead of looking for the execution sequence of the
assembly operations on each stage, we’re looking for the permutation of the models (and thus we’re
dealing with a “Mixed Model Permutation Flow Shop Scheduling Problem”) which is common for all
workstations. Figure B-0-2 depicts a permutation flow shop schedule where the car model permutation
is fixed (cars are being assembled in a fixed sequence green-red-blue). Regarding CRF, given that the
assembly line is paced and the cars travel along the workstations and the different assembly stages
with a constant speed, the whole line can be depicted as a single machine. To that end, the scheduling
problem actually reduces to determine which production orders to execute per day over a planning
horizon of multiple weeks.

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

Op[0,1]

Op[0,2]

Op[0,3]

Op[0,4]

Op[0,5]

Op[0,6]

Op[1,1]

Op[1,2]

Op[1,3]

Op[1,4]

Op[1,5]

Op[1,6]

Op[2,1]

Op[2,2]

Op[2,3]

Op[2,4]

Op[2,5]

Op[2,6]

Figure B-0-2 Permutation Flow-Shop Schedule
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The manufacturing environment of ARÇELIK is much more complex with multiple disconnected
production stages and parallel lines at each stage. In order to support this type of production layout, a
number of structural enhancements have been introduced. Figure B-0-3 depicts an assembly line with
8 workstations, a bypass at workstation M3 and 3 parallel workstations (M5, M6 and M7).

Parallel Workstations

M5
M1

M2

M3

M4

Bypass

M6

M8

M7

Figure B-0-3 Example layout of a mixed assembly line with bypasses and parallel branches

An assembly line may support bypasses as well as parallel machine branches for parallel processing of
different models. Bypasses for example can be utilized when not all car models require processing on
a specific workstation (e.g. sun roof installation), meaning that they can bypass (or pass through) the
stage, without processing and without causing disruptions on the line (e.g. the model does not have to
be unloaded from the line). Note that after a bypass, the order execution sequence will be altered. On
the other hand, parallel workstations can be utilized to provide processing capacity for production
operations that can be executed in parallel (e.g. car door assembly). In such cases, the main line
branches out to a stage with multiple machines which join up again on the main line after the end of
the parallel processing section.
At a higher level, the production scheduling tool allows the user to define production stages. Each stage
may have one or more multiple parallel lines. To that end, a graph of alternative production paths can
be determined to constraint the flow of materials from stage to stage or from line to line. On the other
hand, each assembly line may include one or multiple machines. In the case of multiple machines per
line, machines are connected with each other serially using conveyor belts, therefore one machine may
have up to one successor or predecessor. As mentioned above, bypasses of a subset of machines at
an assembly line can be defined (see Figure B-0-4). In all cases, and for all types of movement and
connections transportation times can also be defined.

Figure B-0-4 Machine bypass
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The production scheduling tool also supports modelling of assembly lines with different configurations
(see Figure B-0-5). Each different configuration may introduce different number of theoretical
workstations, different cycle and throughput times. In some cases, by selecting the appropriate line
configuration, one can improve the utilization and better coordinate the product flows between the
assembly lines, due to WIP inventory constraints. To this end, the user can input all alternative
configuration and their corresponding cycle times. The tool will select the best configuration among the
multiple alternatives. For ARÇELIK, cycle time describes how often a PCB is produced at the end of an
assembly line. Cycle times may differ depending on the SKU that is produced. Similarly, the through
put time denotes how much time it takes for one produced item to pass through all workstations /
machines. Note that whenever bypasses are defined, then processing times for each individual
workstation / machine must be also provided.

Figure B-0-5 Alternative line configurations

Between all the possible configurations of all lines, there may be cases where some combinations of
configurations cannot be selected together. For example, in ARÇELIK this type of infeasibilities may be
often the case for the testing lines, due to the limited number of available test fixtures. Lastly, particular
line configurations may not be available within specific time periods (e.g. due to shift changes).
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Annex C: Modelling production scheduling constraints
Planning horizon and production orders (quantity, due and release dates)
Starting and ending date of the planning horizon. Each production order has a unique ID, it involves a
single SKU ID and it has a quantity (number of items). It also has a release and a due date. Release
times are the exact times that the order processing can start and this includes any additional waiting
time required due to material availabilities in the shop floor. The due date is the latest time (e.g. the
promised time to the customer) at which the order should be completed. For late orders a tardiness
penalty occurs. The default values for the release and due dates, is the beginning and the end of the
planning horizon. In any case, the user can provide different values; however, regarding the release
times, a check will be performed internally so as to check the material availability for the selected
orders, and recalculate the release date for each order.
Minimum Lot Size
The user can provide a minimum acceptable lot size. The default value is 1 (which is also the setting
for CRF). For ARÇELIK the default value for the lot size will be 10, in the sense that a rack of PCBs has
a capacity of merely 10 items. Behind the scenes, the production scheduling tool will break down the
orders, depending on the order size, into a number of jobs. A fixed quantity of items is assigned per
separate job, while the jobs inherit the release and due dates of their corresponding order.
Bill of Materials (BOM)
Each order (e.g. car model) that can be assembled in the plant, has a unique bill of materials, i.e. a set
of components required for completing the assembly. For each production order the BOM is extracted
and the release and due dates of the corresponding jobs are calculated (see Figure C-0-6 for an
illustrated example). Component availability and the projected component inventory determine the job
release date. Due dates are extended accordingly.

Figure C-0-6 Example of new release date calculation

Component and Material Availabilities (per day or per week)
The component availability (in terms of projected inventory information) is important for the feasibility
of production schedule, as well as the safety stock levels defined for possibly critical components. In
CRF, material availabilities may have a decisive role for the re-scheduling of the production. More
specifically, for each component the user may provide the current inventory as well as any schedule
receipts including delivery dates and quantities. Based on this information, the production scheduling
tool in a pre-process phase will recalculate the release date, so as to ensure that the production
quantities can be produced and the earliest start times are correct. Furthermore, it will ensure the
produced schedules will not exceed a daily or a weekly maximum limit.
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Setup (and Clean-up) Times
An assembly operation may require specific setup (and clean-up) times per SKU before (and after) their
actual processing. The production scheduling tool also supports sequence dependent setup times.
Default value in all cases is zero. Figure C-0-7 and Figure C-0-8 provide illustrated examples.

Figure C-0-7 Example of setup and clean up times

Figure C-0-8 Example of sequence dependent setup times

Precedence Relationships
Precedence relationships between assembly operations may be present, if the application order of the
assembly operations is fixed. The operations of every job must be executed in a specific order (e.g.
Op1 -> Op2 -> Op3 -> Op4). The execution order can be defined by setting the appropriate operation
predecessor(s). Both CRF and ARÇELIK assume that each assembly operation has only one successor
and one predecessor. However, the production scheduling tool also supports multiple predecessors and
successors. Furthermore, the all operations of a job should be executed on the machines of the same
line (see for example Figure C-0-9).

Figure C-0-9 Example of layout precedence restrictions

Machine/Workstation and Assembly Line Availability
It is possible that due to breakdowns, maintenance, or the available operators per line per shift one or
more machines on the shop-floor may not be available for production for a specific time window (see
for example Figure C-0-10). Furthermore, when a machine breaks down there is the possibility of the
breakdown of the whole assembly line. In addition, if possible, machine bypasses may be used within
the line to accommodate production. The optimisation module takes notice of such events, by specifying
those down-time periods and during rescheduling when machines/lines become unavailable, the related
assembly operations are reassigned to any other eligible machine/line.
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M1

O11

DOWN
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t

Figure C-0-10 Example of machine availability

WIP Inventories
For every assembly line there are two WIP (work in progress) inventories typically one at each end of
the assembly line (see for example Figure C-0-11). WIP Inventories are considered as an extra
intermediate limited capacity semi-finished SKU storage space between stages. These inventories
should be initialized using a specific quantity property, which dictates the quantity (units) of semifinished boards that the inventory can hold. Default value of WIP restriction is infinite.

Figure C-0-11 Example of WIP at the end of an assembly line

Multiple available lines/machines per job/operation
Assembly operations can be executed in more than one parallel assembly lines in case of ARÇELIK.
Processing times and cycle times
Processing times can be provided at a job level (by providing the line cycle time) or at an operation
level (by providing all the processing times of each job operation at each available assembly line
machine). The production scheduling tool supports processing times defined either per machine or per
line for each job and operation respectively (see for example Figure C-0-12). For both CRF and ARÇELIK
the job per line cycle time representation is adopted.
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Figure C-0-12 Example of processing times defined per operation and machine or defined as cycle
time per job and line

Baseline schedule and cut-off times
In case of re-scheduling the user must select a baseline scheduling plan and a cut-off time. The cut-off
time indicates the point in time after which changes can be made to the plan. If no baseline is selected,
then a new schedule is generated starting from the beginning of the planning horizon.
Line Workload Balancing
Balance the workload of parallel assembly lines.
Output
The production scheduling tool outputs the generated production schedule and a set of KPIs.
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